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X IS THE EGYPTIAN X OF THE TWO TRIANGLES IN ORION, WITH SIRIUS AS A VERTEX

Eu = Europium (Eu) - Chemical properties For powerful lighting a little europium is added to mercury vapour for light

AIX – AURIGA

A – Sky rune for Cassiopeia

D – DIOS TRIANGULUM. DELTA

G – GEMINIDS OR THE WINTER HEXAGON BETWEEN ORION & GEMINI

I – ANCIENT EGYPT

L – PISCES or Runic Skies = Cetus

M – ORION

U – PAVO AT ARIES

V – MULIEBRIA OF ANDROMEDA

UU – CYGNUS – LYRA - VEGA

X – TWO TRIANGLES IN ORION. THE EGYPTIAN (MISRAIM) TRIANGLES

Y – AQUARIUS THE URN (Obs.) or AURIGA (sky rune)

YINM: MEANS BY WHICH SEPARATION IS AT THE MOLECULAR LEVEL

CNIM: SECRET EUROPEAN MILITARY AGENCY LIKE MI6

YIN & YANG

Z - is CASSIOPEIA

AS – THE GOD OF THE AESIR RUNES

UAN – VAN – THE VANIR RUNES [VAN-DAL – see DAL in the QUARAN]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALGIZ = AURIGA</th>
<th>Y many different animals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANSUZ = CASSIOPIEA</td>
<td>A “be aware”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERKANO = URSA MAJOR WEST</td>
<td>B “re birth, self-reliance”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAGAZ = THE MOON</td>
<td>D and E (A moon) “joy”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EHWA = HERCULES</td>
<td>M lightning “progress”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(The kneeling warrior)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIHWAZ = POLAR WHEEL (Ophiucus)</td>
<td>C ? or CC “mouling”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEHU = PEGASUS</td>
<td>F “financial gain”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEBO = BOOTES &amp; VIRGO</td>
<td>X “partnership”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAGALIZ = TAURUS</td>
<td>H “chaos”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INGUS = TRIANGULUM</td>
<td>ING “the harvest”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISA = POLESTAR</td>
<td>I “not ready to move”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JERA = GEMINI</td>
<td>G “patience for results”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KENAZ = CANCER</td>
<td>K “to see-to-know”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAGUZ = CETUS TAIL OF PISCES</td>
<td>L “conduit”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANNAZ = ORION</td>
<td>M and MAN? “caution”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAUTHIZ = ERIDANUS</td>
<td>many N IS MARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHILLA = ANDROMEDA</td>
<td>O and V “inheritance”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERTHRO = PERSEUS IS ALGOL</td>
<td>P the cup of questing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAIDO = DRACO</td>
<td>R “advancement”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOWELU = URSA MAJOR EAST</td>
<td>S “power of the sun”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THIHWAZ = URSA MAJOR CENTRAL</td>
<td>T “protection”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THURISAZ = CEPHEUS</td>
<td>THORN “hesitation”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URUZ = ARIES PAVO SAUCEPAN</td>
<td>U “new beginnings”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WUNJO = CYGNUS &amp; LYRA</td>
<td>UU and P “of the gods’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Q = Continuwm warping reality or IN ORBIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Q = CELT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**THE ANCIENT DECAN NAMES**

FROM THE ARABIC EGYPTIAN, GREEK AND ROMAN

> K’ OFTEN REPLACED BY ‘C’ & ‘V’ BY ‘U’

AAR ...AQUARIUS THE STREAM – SCNEAT or SEAT

ABB = VIRGO (Chald.)

ABOUND – PLEIADES

AB. SIN = VIRGO

AEGEUS – NEXT TO LYRA AND HERCULES

AEGIPAN chain ref to CAPRICORN

AEX = CAPRA IN AURIGA

Aex of Pan wife of Pan mother of AEGIPAN in Capricorn

AGA – A-NIM, CORONA CROWN OF ANU CROWN OF ARIADNE/DIONYSUS

AGOKEROS – CAPRICORN (Gk)

AL.LUL = CANCER (Bab.)

**Abundance** fruitful ...Pisces

Achbiya, vase, outpouring life giving flood...AQUARIUS

Acherner, the river, Eridanus

Act to = Pleiades

ADAR = ARIES (Chald)

ADONI: Yeshuah

ADORN – ORNAMENT - LIBRA

Advance to = Orion

AFAR – AQUARIUS

AIR: GEMINI, LIBRA, AQUARIUS

AIX: AURIGA (the goat on the left)

AI Akrab – in Libra

AL ASAD ...LEO

Al Ball is in Aquarius

AI Ches, the cup of desolation

Al Cor, the Lamb

Al Deramim, arctic star

Al Dira, the seed, their heads upon... lunar house

Al Gedi, victim-kid below... Capricorn

AL GENIB - IN A DECAN OF AQUARIUS

---

Runic Skies
by Allan UJeber
Al Gieba, *highest exaltation* ... *lunar house*

Al Gorab, *devouring* bird IN LEO... CORVUS THE CROW – 3rd decan

Al Hena, *wounded*, at the feet [Gemini] a lunar house

AL KAID - IN CANCER

Al Maach, the sad, with chain around ANDROMEDA

Al Merga, the bruised, Ramih, sent As arrow forth, the dart so meant SAGITTA

AL NASR – SAGITTARIUS

Al Nath in TAURUS

Al Natik, *pierced, bruised* means [Aries]

Al Nilam modern name for the middle star in Orion’s Belt

Al Nithra, *gain*, possession won... lunar house

Al Phard, who lies in *separation*

Al Pheccha too, the crown's bright gem [Libra]

Al Pheras shows the winged *horse* Scheat, (his thigh) returning from his course

Al Pherg-Muchademm, *multitude* [Pisces lunar house

Al Rai middle star in Orion’s Belt

Al Risha, bridle band, wherein to hold ... Pin ISCES decan .lunar house

AL SHAULA - SAGITTARIUS

Al Sheratan, *the slain* proclaim’d

Al Tair eagle *slain* doth show [Capricornus] Al Gedi, victim-kid below

AL THURAIYA - THE ABUNDANCE - PLEIADES

Al Zimach. Of yore has been COMA thought to be the star of Bethlehem

Al Zubena, *the price* He paid

Al Zubra, *gather'd as a treasure lunar house*

Alcyone has stood still in the multitude Pleiades. THE FOUNDATION

Aldebaran, red and bright, (Taurus) hides Algol at night

ALITTA IS VIRGO BARE

ALLUTTU the crab CANCER

Almurredin, *comes to reign* The branch, the seed, we find again

altar faintly shines Above the Eagle rising bright Bearing the harp in victor flight

ALU = TAURUS

AMALTHEA = AURIGA

AMAZA Ursa Major. ARKTOS MEGALE. HELIKE. ERIQQU. MAR.GID.DA

AMENITATIS - SAGITTARIUS - AMENITY- THE APPEARING

AMETHYST was LEO

AMON - ARIES – ESTABLISHED CHRYSMALLUS – golden fleeced ram ARIES

Ammon ...Amon is Aries

AMORIS ASPOLIA - VIRGO.

Amun Uranus concealed

Andromeda, the chained bride

Antares marks the *wounded* heel [Scorpio]

ANU IS AQUARIUS

ANNUNAKI is also ON and OANNES

Anupu or Anubis Saturn - resting

APES. (not the simian) 2ND DECAN GEMINI. THE HEAD. HAWK NESIR THE PRINCE. SIRIUS

APHRODITE - PISCES. FRUITFUL

Aphrodite Hather the fruitful abundant - Pisces abundance

Aphrodite is Venus

API-AATL LIBRA 3RD DECAN THE ORNAMENTED NOBLE RULER.

API-BAU SCORPIO 2ND DECAN THE FACE

API-FENT CANCER IST DECAN. HEAD (RAS) OF THE SERPENT

APIS - TAURUS - THE HEAD

ARCTURUS – THE KEEPER

ARM – CEPEHUS

ARMS - GEMINI

APOLLO – GEMINI and HERACLES
APOPHIS THE SERPENT (asteroid coming 2029)
APHRODITE = THE EAGLE AQUILLA adjacent to Aquarius and Ara MEROPES is EAGLE
AQUARIUS = CECROPS, DEUCALION GANYMEDERS GU.LA
AQUARIUS 2ND DECAN PEGASUS THIGH SUUS A HORSE
AQUARIUS 3RD DECAN - CYGNUS - TES-ARC FROM AFAR
AQUARIUS IST DECAN - SOUTHERN FISH...AAR
Aquilia, the pierced eagle SCORPIO...AQUILLON = “Of the north” ERU (Akk) A MUSHEN (Sum)
AETOS
ARA - 2ND DECAN SAGITTARIUS - BAU
ARCHER tells His coming sure – SAGITTARIUS
ARCAS URSA
Arcturus, diamond of the sky ARCTURUS – THE KEEPER in BOOTES / LIBRA. LOST HOE, HELICE
Arcturus, he shall come declares...VIRGO (see Virgo 61)
ARES: (Gk) - LEO. MAMERS MANSLAUGHTER
ARGO: Soheil, the coming of the desired, with his people THE SECOND COMING
Argo, the company below
ARIES – LU.HUN.GA
ARIES - IST DECAN. CASSIOPEIA. THE APPOINTED. SETH
ARIES – 3RD DECAN. PERSEUS WHO SUBDUES. MAN WITH A TAIL. CAR-KNEM
ARIES - 2ND DECAN. CETUS THE SEA MONSTER. WHALE. TROD ON MEDUSA. CNEM
Aries’ foot lies bound afar; [Taurus]
ARKTOS MEGALE: Ursa Major AMAZA. HELIKE. ERIQQU. MAR.GID.DA
AROCEA the way - galaxy
Arrow flies SAGITTA
Arrow sent to give to death [Capricornus] from SAGITTARIUS
arrow sure; [Sagittarius]
ARTEMIS - SAGITTARIUS
Arya is the Earth
ARYO – LEO - ARTAN
AS – singular for AESIR THE GODS
ASCENDING EAGLE – LYRA
ASCLEPIUS = ORPHIUCUS
ASELLI – the Asses = Latin CANCER
ASH – CANCER...ASH ICU: THE FIELD IN PEGASUS THE SQUARE
ASHER – SAGITTARIUS
ASH-ICU – THE FIELD
ASHUR IS THE SUN
ASPOLIA THE SEED...VIRGO
ASS – THE MULE, AURIGA
ASSESN = CANCER
ASS OF SILENUS = CANCER
ASTEROPE - THE WEAK LIGHT - PLEIADES
ATLAS - TAURUS
ATHENE THE BRANCH WHO GIVES - VIRGO
ATONEMENT made LIBRA
ATUM is Gemini also Nefer, Nefru the branch blossom
AURIGA = AMALTHEA, AEX, AIX
Auriga, the good shepherd servant chariot and kids in arm THE 2ND COMING WITH ERIDANUS & ORION
Auriga, the chariot driver servant with sacrificial kids in his arm – MULE & PANNIERS. GAM(LU) the crook
Awa, the Babe the Wise admired - lunar house AUUA
AZEL - PEGASUS. A DECAN IN AQUARIUS
AZIMAN - VIRGO
BA - CANCER 3RD DECAN. ARGO WHO COMETH REJOICING ~ SOHEIL, IST COMING
BACCHUS - LEO
BALAAM - (Pers) COMING OF HIM WHO WILL HAVE DOMINION
Balance buys
Balance shows redemption’s need
BAND OF THE BRIDLE IN AURIGA
Band the fishes to unite, PISCES
BAND IS THE MILKY WAY
BANNER IS THE MILKY WAY

BAR is Cancer producing rank
BASHTI-BECI (Beki)... Gemini - Ist Decan. LEPUS the Hare.
BAU - Scorpio 3rd Decan. Hercules...Who Cometh
BAU = Sagittarius 2nd Decan...ARA
BE (to be) = Virgo
BEAUTY STAR is Venus
BEEHIVE IS CANCER
beetle - Scarabaeus Cancer the crab who holds
BEL Scorpio Orphius
Beldah, sent forth with speed; beneath [Capricornus lunar house
BELOVED - Gemini (Benjamin)
Benetnash, assembled daughters
BENJAMIN - Gemini
BERYL was Aries
Betelgeuse, who cometh fast, ORION – INVOLVED IN THE SECOND COMING
BIND (to bind) Belt of Orion
Blood is Mars
Boötein, the trodden on, below, [Taurus] lunar house BOöTES ICARIUS ARCAS
BOGTES, coming; rising high NIRU ARKTOPHYLAX (Bear Watcher) SHUDUN (the yoke) (Sum)
BORNE BY VIRGO - THE SEED
BOTEIN in Aries
BOW AND ARROW - SAGITTA
BRANCH, SEED TO BE BORN, [VIRGO]
BRANCH HELD BY BOGTES THE GUARDIAN OF THE FLOCK
BRANCH HELD BY CEPEHUS SECOND DECAN PISCES
BRASS - Libra
BREAKING THE BANDS - OF ANDROMEDA - PERSEUS
BRIDLE OF AURIGA FIRST DECAN OF PISCES
Brings forth Venus Seeto and Latona Buto the daughter. Buto the green serpent
Bruised break - the Earth
BULAA, THE DRINKING IN, Al Sú'ud, [Aquarius lunar house
BULL - the victory shall gain
BUTO - the daughter. Wadjet the green serpent. Daughter of the moon
CA see KA is Saturn
CALISTO - in Cancer – Ursa Major Helice
CAME - the moon caused to come
Camels (Ar.) is now Draco
CANCER - Ist Decan - Ursa Minor. API-FENT - Head. SERPENT
CANCER - 2nd Decan - Ursa Major - FENT-HAR. SUUINE ~ ENEMY OF SERPENT
CANCER - 3rd Decan - ARGO. BA. WHO COMETH. REJOINING. SHES-EN-FENT [SHEZ]
CANCER - THE PURCHASED POSSESSION
CANICULA: Little Dog PROCYON, SHELEBU (Akk) KA.A (Sum) clue from comet
Canopus, o'er the southern sea Possession of the Prince to come IN CANCER
Capella is the victim kid Auriga
Caphir below, atonement made [Libra] lunar house
CAPRA - AURIGA AIX (goat on the left)
CAPRICORN - SUHUR MAS
CAPRICORN 2nd Decan AQUILA SU-AT HE COMETH
CAPRICORN 3rd Decan DELPHINUS...CHAU...LONGED FOR
CAR - Capricorn Ist Decan - THE ARROW... CAR - ENEMY
CAR-KNEM, Aries 3rd Decan. Perseus: Man with a tail. SUBDUES
Carpenter is the T Square of NORMA (Roman) in LEO
CARRIES: AURIGA or the Mule, ASS
CARRY THE HEAD OF MEDUSA - PERSEUS
Cassiopeia, Queen so fair, [Aries] LADY OF THE CHAIR, SOFA COUCH
Cassiopeia, the enthroning – the saved princess made queen
Castor, archer (Sagitta) swift to come [Gemini]
CECROPS is AQUARIUS

CELENE - THE COLLECTED - PLEIAD
Centaur, known beneath [Virgo]
Central star, the pole far famed
Cepheus, the branch held, the crowned king
CERES – SCORPIO
CETEUS KNEELING KING NEAR URSA MAJOR/LYRA IS HERCULES
CHAIR – LADY OF = CASSIOPEIA
CHALCEDONY was SCORPIO
CHAU – 3RD DECAN CAPRICORN - DELPHINUS THE LONGED FOR
CHE - THUS IN THIS MANNER - THE CHERUB
CHEM - LEO IST DECAN. THE ESTABLISHED. HYDRA

CHIEF is Osiris
CHIMA - CUMULUS – PLEIAD
CHISLU – SAGITTARIUS – (Chald.)
CHRYSOLITE was PISCES
CHRYSOPRASUS - GOLD DUST was GEMINI

CHU - BACH (KHU - BAKH) ENEMY BOWS DOWN SCORPIO IST DECAN

church as moved Gospel's sound
Church is Pisces

Circle - Galaxy
CLARIA (KLARIA) CANCER
CLAUSTROM HORY - GEMINI
CLAWS: LIBRA/SCORPIO ZYGOS ZIBANITU ZI.BA.AN.NA
CLUSUS = GEMINI

CNEM - ARIES 2ND DECAN. CETUS SEA MONSTER. TROD ON MEDUSA. He conquers

CNEMU THE APPOINTED SACRIFICE VIRGO 2ND DECAN CENTAURUS. DIE

Cochab (KOCAB) is Mercury

COMA, star, no longer seen…star of Bethlehem in Virgo

Coma, the desired, the child

Cometh - Capricorn - came

COMING QUICKLY - PEGASUS

Coming swift, the serpent's head

COMPANY OF TRAVELLERS - ARGO THE SHIP

Concealed - Uranus Amun

conflict taken; [Scorpio]

Conqueror must endure; [Capricornus]

Contain to = Gemini

COOL is Saturn

COUCH – LADY OF THE CHAIR; SOFA IS CASSIOPEIA

COUCH(ED) UNDER ERIDANUS

COPPER the metal is TAURUS – LIBRA – MERCURY (the planet

CORONA – CROWN OF ANU AGA, A-NIM

CORonis – CORVUS ARIIBU UGA.MUSHEN (RAVEN)

CORVUS MOTHER OF ASCLEPIUS = ORPHEUS 3rd DECAN LEO

COVERED means Egypt - CANOPY

Crab His sure possession tells

CRAYFISH – (MARRON) - CANCER

CRIB: CANCER

CROSS beneath, the Crown above, [Libra]

CROTUS (CROTUS) - SAGITTARIUS

CUBITIS = LEO

CUP - LEO 2ND DECAN. CRATER. THIGH

CUP OF WRATH – CRATER

CURSA in ERIDANUS – FOOTSTOOL OF ORION

Cut off is Mars

Cyclos circle Galaxy ring
CYGNOUS or the Goose - coming going returning
CYLENIUS - CAPRICORNUS

CYNOSURE which long has shone DOG’S TAIL IN Ursa Minor. PHOENICE
D = TRIANGULUM MARKS ARIES
Dabih, the victor, sinks in death - lunar house
DAGON/DOGON IS PISCES
DAN - SCORPIO

Daughter - the moon
DEDICATED - ENOCH

DELIVERER - PERSEUS
DEMETER – VIRGO/SCORPIO and the name of an asteroid
DIAMOND - ARCTURUS
DIANA - GEMINI
DIANA – SAGITTARIUS
DIANA THE HUNTRESS - ORION

DIE: CENTAURUS 2ND DECAN IN VIRGO. CNEMU
Distress is Mars
DOG of ORION IS SIRIUS MAERA LAELAPS
DOLPHINUS – POSEIDON – SHAH (Sum) PIG
DOVE – PLEIADES also means a seer
DRACO 3RD DECAN SAGITTARIUS - HER-FENT. ACCURSED SERPENT
DRACO – HESPERIAN DRAGON ORPHICUS

Dragon round the pole entwines [Sagittarius]
DRINKING LIFE - SOUTHERN FISH
DU. NU. IS PISCES
Dubhe, flock with Mizar
DU.NU.NU. - PISCES
EAGLE shoot is Sagittarius IS MEROPE, AQUILLA, IS APHRODITE
EARTH: TAURUS, VIRGO, CAPRICORN

ELECTRA - ABUNDANCE - PLEIADES
ELOIM – SHADDAI - RUACH
ELUL – LIBRA (Chald.)
EMERALD was SAGITTARIUS
EMINENT - PLEIADES
Encompass = Scorpio
ENEMY – CAR – CAPRICORN IST DECAN
ENOCH - DEDICATED
ENOS...SUFFERING
EN-PE...TAURUS THE STEADY – LEADER OF HEAVEN
ENZU (LYRA) UZ A TORTOISE (SHELL MADE THE LYRE)
EQUUS – PEGASUS, HIPPOS – SISU. ANSHE.KUR,RA (Sum)
ERICHTHONIUS: AURIGA
Eridanus in winding fold River of the Lord FROM AQUARIUS pouring out TO FOOTSTOOL OF ORION

ERIDANUS-PURATTU- BURANUN- NILE
ERIGONE daughter of ICARIUS (BOOTES-LIBRA) in VIRGO
ERIQUI – Ursa Major. ARKTO MEGALE. AMAZA. HELIKE. MAR.GID.DA

Ethanan is the dragon foe
Expand to = Eridanus
EXPANSIVE - NEPTUNE – AQUARIUS
FACE – SCORPIO 2ND DECAN. ALSO FACE MEANS “THE FIRST DECAN”

FAITH STAR IS NEPTUNE
FAVING EAGLE - AQUILA THE SMITTEN
FAT – is Orion 1st decan Taurus

FENT-CAR...SAGITTARIUS IST DECAN SERPENT WORM (filarisis)
CAR...KAR) THE ENEMY. IST DECAN CAPRICORN

FIELD: AREA BETWEEN CASSIOPEIA, CEPEUS AND THE CAMELOPARDALIS ASH-ICU

FILARIISIS: THE WORM SERPENT – IST DECAN SAGITTARIUS

FIRE: ARIES, SAGITTARIUS, LEO
FIRST PART - ARIES

FISH, His Church in union bound. FISHES – PISCES towards Aquarius
FLAMES - THE ALTER UNDER SAGITTARIUS
FLIES - the arrow
FLOW: ERIANUS
FOLLOWING: URSA MAJOR's sheep following ARCTURUS the keeper
Form al haut the fish is found [Aquarius]
FREEING HER HAIR - CASSIOPEIA
FURY - Mars or FURRY Pan
GAD - ARIES
GAIA - MILKY WAY
GARMENT - is XI of ANDROMEDA
GARNISHED is Venus
GEMINI - CLAUSTRUM HORI – BA, GAL, DIDYMOI, TU'AMU, MASH.TAB.
GEMINI - 2ND DECAN. SIRIUS THE PRINCE. APES, THE HEAD. HAWK. NESIR CANIS MINOR
GEMINI - 3RD DECAN. PROCYON - LESSER DOG. DELIVERER. SEBAC (SEBAK) CANIS MAJOR
GEMINI - 1ST DECAN - LEPUS. THE HOOPOE BIRD. BASHTI-BECI...(BEKI) FAILING
GIR.TAB – SCORPIO (Bab.)
GOAT, His death in sacrifice - CAPRICORN
GOES FORTH - THE EAGLE IN LYRA
GOLD the metal is the SUN – LEO - CANCER
GOLDEN CROWN - LIBRA
GOOSE returns = AQUARIUS
GRACE is Venus AND PISCES and was TAURUS
GRAFFIAS in SCORPIO
GRUS - The Phoenix was the GUARDIAN
GU. AN. NA. = TAURUS (Bab.)
GUARDIAN – BOOTES of the herd. or the GRAINERY GUARDIAN was GRUS the Phoenix OR
GUARDIAN of the FIELD - from Giraffe in Camelopardalis, CASSIOPEIA and CEPHEUS
GU.LA = AQUARIUS (Bab.) THE GREAT
HA-GA-T... TAURUS IST DECAN. ORION WHO TRIUMPHS.
HAMAL in ARIES
HANDS – LEO
HARE – LEPUS a decan of Gemini pursued by Cani Major and Canis Minor, the other decans of Gemini
HARP SAGITTARIUS IST DECAN SERPENT WORM
Harpocrates - cut off... is Mars
HEAP, the pile the multitude PLEIADES
HEAVY Saturn KA (CA)
HEB = TAURUS
HELICE is LOST HOE is ARCTURUS in BOOTES
HELICAL = URSA MAJOR. MAR.GID,DA CALLISTO MEGISTO WAIN see Ursa Major
Heka, He comes, Orion's head lunar house
HELNI: Ursa Major, ARKTOS MEGALE. AMAZA. ERIVQ. MAR.GID,DA
HEN - CYGNUS
HERA - WHO BEARS – CANCER and an asteroid
Hera who bears is also Venus
HERACLES & APOLO – GEMINI
HERCULES HERACLES kneeling warrior IXION PROMETHEUS – ORPHEUS – THAMYRIS the LYRE
PLAYER THESEUS-CETEUS next to LYRA
Hercules PALM branch - strength - SCORPIO
HER-FENT 3RD DECAN SAGITTARIUS DRACO
HERMES - CAPRICORNUS - MERCURY
Hermes Ibis he cometh CAPRICORN
Hermes is Mercury
HERO - HERCULES
Hesperus is Venus
HESTIA, HESTIA - LIBRA
HIND (female deer) LET LOOSE – CAPRICORN
HOE (LOST HOE) is ARCTURUS
Hold (to hold) = Pisces
HOLDING THE BRANCH - CEPHEUS THE KING
HORI = 2nd decan PISCES – ORION HORUS
HORIAS = TAURUS
HORSE – AQUARIUS 2ND DECAN & ALPHA ANDROMEDA
HORUS - TAURUS
HOURS is Mercury hawk headed
HOURS THE DESTROYER OF APOPHIS THE SERPENT
HUN.GA = ARIES (Bab.)
HUPE = CAPRICORN
HUPEI TIRION - AQUARIUS - RAIN
HUPENIUS - CAPRICORN place of sacrifice
Hyades, assembled cluster IN TAURUS
HYDRA, enemy subdued FLEETING SERPENT. DIES BY SCORPION FROM LEO
IASION & TRI-PTOLEMUS = GEMINI
ICARIUS placed in B0oTES. (Libra) His daughter ERIGONE IN VIRGO
ICLI, completion, Kalb, the cleaving [Scorpio lunar house
Infant = Virgo
ING: THE HARVEST or Ng
IRON the metal is ARIES – SCORPIO – MARS obsolete was Virgo
ISHTAR...VENUS/ Taurus) CAPRICORN WOUNDING
ISIAS - SCORPIO.
ISIAS - THE IBIS HEADED HE SHALL SAVE - SCORPIO
ISIS - TAURUS. TO SAVE
ISIS mistress of the moon
ISSACHAR – CANCER
ISTAR - SIRIUS
IXION is HERCULES
JACINTH was CANCER
JANUS ANU IS AQUARIUS
JARED - HE WHO WILL COME DOWN
JASPER was VIRGO
Join to = Libra
JOSEPH - TAURUS
JOVE (JEHOVA) - TAURUS JUPITER - ZEUS
JUDAH - LEO
JUNO - GRACIOUS. CANCER. FEBRUARY.
Jupiter the just and true Zedek
Just and true is Jupiter
KA (CA) heavy Saturn
KAR KNEM – PERSEUS (Egypt).
KEEPER – ARCTURUS
KESIL-CHESIL is Orion Ist decan Taurus
Kid is pierced – the sacrifice
KLARIA = CANCER
KNEELING IS HERCULES THE HERO WARRIOR
KNEM – CETUS (Eg.)
Kochab, the mighty coming one once the North Polestar
Kronos (CRONUS) is Saturn – the devourer of time
KU – PISCES THE FISHES. THE SWALLOW NUNU
LAELAPS dog originally EUROPA, given to MINOS, then to Procris, CEPHALUS Sirius
LAMB enthroned that had been slain, [Aries]
Lamb, once slain, but now enthroned
LAMBADIA = LIBRA
LAMB’S BRIDE IS CASSIOPEIA
LAMBADIA - GRACIOUS BRANCH - LIBRA
LAMBADIA THE BRANCH - MERCY LIBRA
LAMBD is TAURUS
Lawgiver, ruler marks to sight
Lead to = Taurus
LEAD the metal is Capricorn-Aquarius and Saturn
LEAP - SCORPIO
Lengthen to = the fishes of Pisces
LEO – ARTAN – SIMHA – ARYO – SHIR - UR.GU.LA. BACCHUS
LEO 1ST DECAN - HYDRA. CHEM. (KHEM) THE ESTABLISHED
LEO 2ND DECAN - CRATER. CUP. THIGH (SCHEAT
LEO 3RD DECAN. CORVUS. HER-NA. CROUU OR RAVEN
LEPER = UNINITIATED
LEPUS  HARE   LARGOS   HARE OF HERMES, OF LEROS – A WARNING PLUMED ASP – GEMINI
1ST
LEPUS the lurking serpent-foe, [Gemini] THE HARE also BIRD HEADED SERPENT (QUETZALCOATL?)
lesser sheepfold dim, [Cancer]
LEVI - PISCES
LIBERATED – ANDROMEDA
LIBRA – ZYGOS-KHELAI (CLAWS)
LIBRA 1ST DECAN SOUTHERN CROSS. SERA VICTORY
LIBRA 2ND DECAN - THE VICTIM - SURA...A SHEEP/LAMB
LIBRA 3RD DECAN - THE CROWN. ORNAMENTED NOBLE RULER. API-AATL
Lift to = Leo
LIGHT STAR OF is MERCURY
LIMIT TO - to finish = Southern Cross
Lion QUELLS Judah's foes
Lion's foot are view'd, [Leo]
Live (to live) = Sagittarius
LOBSTER – LOCUST: CANCER
LORD is Mercury Hermes (Copper)
LOST HOE is ARCTURUS
LOTUS - NELUMBO. HIDDEN BUT TO COME
Lucifer is Venus
LU.HUN.GA – ARIES The Hired Man Argu, (Akk.) Krios
LYRA THE EAGLE HOLDING THE HARP has VEGA TORTOISE. ENZU UZ
LYRE HARP – then SAGITTARIUS
MA - truth and justice is Libra
MAIA - MULTITUDES - HEAT AND PILE – PLEIADES
MAIRA – dog of Icarius and ERIGONE in Canis Major
MAMERS - LEO. MANSLAUGHTER. ARES THE SAME
MAN = ORION
Mandulis Muntu Eagle constellation is Sagittarius sending forth – shoot
MANGER - CANCER
MANTICORE - LEO. THE SPHINX
MARCHES – VAN – SCORPIO
MAR.GID.DA = Ursa Major, ARKTOS MEGALE. ERIQUE. AMAZA. HELIKE HELICAL
Markab, the comer from afar AQUARIUS – to [Pisces]
MAS.TA.BA. = GAL.GAL. GEMINI (Bab.)
Mau MU or Mui is TAURUS the steady. EN-PE leader of heaven
Medusa's snake-wreath'd head Algol's changeful beam is shed
MEGISTO: see Ursa Major
MELANIPPE – daughter of Chiron. PEGASUS SISU
MEM - UNTO
MEMORY STAR IS URANUS is zinc
MEN – AQUARIUS
MEN KAR (CAR) in CETUS
MENTECEON - LEO THE POURING OUT (SPHINX) MANTICORE
MERCURY – CAPRICORN
MERCURY the metal is GEMINI – VIRGO and HERMES
MERODACH IS TAURUS... SUBDUE
MEROPE - THE WEAKENED – MEROPES is also Aquilla Aphrodite, the Eagle. Check re Pleiades
Mesartim the bound is Aries
Mesartim, from the bound ones named
MILKY WAY = GAIA. THE BAND.
MILL WHEEL - Galaxy - precession
MINERVA - VIRGO WHO HEALS and an asteroid
MIRA, the rebel, changeful star in Cetus the sea creature
MISRAIM is Egyptian astrology
MIZAR, fold with Dubhe PISCES
MNC - VIRGO 2ND DECAN CENTAURUS MNK
MON - AQUARIUS
Muacchar named later gain'd ...lunar house
MULE & PANNIERS – AURIGA...ASS
MUL. GIR. TAB is SCORPIO
MUL.KUN.MES is PISCES
MUL.MUL is TAURUS

multitude, (also Pleiades and Pisces) in Praesepe [Cancer]
multitudes in unity; fishes [Pisces]
MUMMY is OSIRIS is ORION
MUT Menhi - Cancer. NUMBERS
MYRTILUS murdered by PELOPS became AURIGA

NAIM Sagittarius
NAPHTALI – CAPRICORNUS
NAVI in CASSIOPEIA

NEBO IS LEO
NE.DU – Sagittarius (Bab.)

Nephtys sister of Isis is Venus break forth the morning the Bennu bird
NEPTUNE - AQUARIUS - EXPANSIVE
NESSIR. GEMINI 2ND DECAN. APES THE HEAD. THE PRINCE. SIRIUS. HAWK

NILI = LEO
NIMROD associated with Orion
NIRU – Boötes SHUDUN ICARIUS ARCAS
NISAN = TAURUS

NOBLE - LIBRA 3RD DECAN ORNAMENTED THRONED RULER
NORMA is the Carpenter of Leo (ROMAN = NORMA)

NOSE – CANCER
NOTION IKTHYOS - PISCES AUSTRALIS

NUMBERS - many is Cancer

NUNO – PISCES NUNU KU SIM.MAH (the Swallow)
OAR – ARGO. Means Light in Hebrew, a reference to Orion

ODIN THE RULER
OSTOS – THE ARROW SAGITTA. ARROW OF HERACLES/APOLLO KAK.SI.KI
ON – ANNUNAKI/OANNES

Open to = Hyades
Ophiuchus join'd below by SCORPIO ASCLEPIUS CARNOBON HERACLES PHORBAS
Ophiuchus, the conqueror of the serpent receiving the wound in the heel TRIOPAS

ORB - IN ASTROLOGY - A FIVE DEGREE ORB OF INFLUENCE PRECEDING THE CUSP
Originante to be first = Sirius

ORION, coming forth, as light HA GA T….Ha means chief Ga means triumph

Orion, splendid, comes in light, SHIDALLU (Akk) SIPA.ZI.AN.NA. (OF ANU

ORNAMENT – LIBRA
ORNIS = CYGNUS
ORPHEUS – HERCULES near LYRA

ORPHICUS – SCORPIO see OPHICUS
OROBORUS - SNAKE EATING ITS OWN TAIL. SURROUNDS POLESTAR
ORSILOCUS is AURIGA

Osisris was the sun RA (Ray)
Out-pouring of life-giving flood Achbiya, vase, in which ascends... lunar
PA.BIL.SAG. SAGITTARIUS (Bab.)
PAIMON obs. Camel devil = DRACO

PALLAS - VIRGO
PALM branch is Hercules Scorpio strength
pan = Saturn

PARTHENOS: VIRGO. ASTREA. TYCHE. DEMETER. ERIGONE. VINTNER

Passed is Mercury

Path - the way Aroch (Auroch) galaxy

PE CU HOR IS 2ND DECAN OF PISCES
PEH-TA-T... TAURUS 2ND DECAN. ERIDANUS THE RIVER (MOUTH)
PELOPS chain ref to AURIGA (murdered MYRTILUS the charioteer)

PEREREGRINE - IN NON AFFECTING DEGREES WITHOUT INFLUENCE ON NEARBY PLANETS
PERSEUS, the breaker of bonds, DESTROYER ALGOL the Ghoul – the RED in the sea...MEDUSA
PERSEUS – SHIBU SHU.GI.

Phaeton in the utmost south... asteroids too, marks the river's end or mouth
PHOEBUS – GEMINI

PHOENICE: Ursa Minor Cynosura

Phosphorus is Venus
PI-COT ORION - PISCES - CONGREGATION.
Pierced is the Kid - Capricorn
PIERCING THE VICTIM - CENTAUR

PILE is Pleiades the multitude

PI MAERE ... station of grace
PISCES 2ND DECAN - CEPHEUS HOLDING A BRANCH - PE CU HOR
PISCES 3RD DECAN - ANDROMEDA – SET (Easter
PISCES 1ST DECAN - THE BAND ... U-OR
PISCES THE NEBULA IN ANDROMEDA... DU.NU.NU...TESTUDO Turtle MUL.KUN.MES
PHORBAS HERO OF RHODES see OPHIUCUS
Pleiades, the multitude the heap
PLUMED SERPENT is LEPUS THE HARE QUETZALCOATL
POLLUX, wonderful, the judge of doom [Gemini
POSEIDON - AQUARIUS - SPREAD OUT DOLPHINUS (SHAH-PIG)
Possession - Cancer
Pouring out - can mean the Sphinx
PRINCE is Sirius and can mean Leo or Regulus in Leo
PROCYON, Branch, Redeemer be ...second Sirius said to be... the REPEAT
Procyon, the Redeemer, then in GEMINI
PROMETHEUS – VIRGO - HERCULES
PUPA - THE CHRYSALIS OF THE DEAD BODY – CANCER the SCARAB?
PURATU – ERIDANUS BURANUN - NILE

purchased people, countless crowd; [Cancer]

QUADRANTS: SPHERE OF HEAVEN DIVIDED INTO FOUR THEN EACH BY THREE (astrology)

QUELLS is Leo
RA (Helios) the ray of the sun was Osiris
RAN – IS THE SAME as “AS”, ELOIM, RUACH. Ran of the Vanir As of the Aettir
ransom next, His loss, our gain; [Libra]
RAS The reptile’s head the bruise shall fell
Razor is Jupiter

rebel is MIRA in Cetus
rebels proud; [Leo]
Recompense – Cancer
RED in the SEA is PERSEUS ALGOL MEDUSA

Redeemer is Procyon
Redemption - Libra

REEM - a single horned creature - SEPTUAGINT
Regulus, upon the head [Leo] serpent-foe who comes to tread
REIGN = ARIES
REINS - AURIGA

RENDING HYDRA’S FLESH – AQUILON [the Eagle = Scorpio] (and see Corvus the Crow-Raven)
Rends apart the lion
REPEAT - the second = PROCYON in Sirius

REPTILE IS SCORPIO
REST STAR IS SATURN

Resting is Anubis Saturn

RETURNING - CYGNUS THE SWAN IN AQUARIUS – THE GOOSE HEN
REUBAN – AQUARIUS
RHODES HERO PHORBAS – see OPHIUCUS

Rigel, Bellatrix, shall tread, Orion
Righteous is Jupiter
Ring – Galaxy
RUACH – ELOIM - SHADDAI

RUB: THE MIGHTY CHE-RUB
Ruler over Earth; [Taurus]
ruler, Aldebaran the red - TAURUS - lunar house
SACRIFICE STAR IS MARS
SAGITTA: ARROW, OISTOS, KAK.SI.KI
SAGITTARIUS: TOXEUTES, PA.BIL.SAG. CHIRON, CROTUS
SAGITTARIUS 2ND DECAN – ARA = BAU. HE COMETH
SAGITTARIUS IST DECAN - LYRA - HARP - FENT-CAR SERPENT WORM RULED
SAGITTARIUS 3RD DECAN - DRACO - HER-FENT. ACCURSED SERPENT

Saiph, the bruise, to bruise at last SCORPIO

SAN IS ARIES (the first) is also Sunday, but day for Aries is Tuesday
SAPPHIRE was LIBRA
SARDIUS was AQUARIUS
SARDONYX was CAPRICORN
SARTAN - CANCER

SCALE - Libra

SCEPTRES - TRIBES - RODS
SCEAT – THIGH (of PEGASUS) IN AQUARIUS 2nd DECAN. SEAT
SCEBAT – PISCES (Chald.)
SCHEDAR in CASSIOPEIA
SCORPIO – MUL.GIR.TAB
SCORPIO - IST DECAN - THE SERPENT - CHU-OR-BACH...ENEMY. KHU (CHU) BAKH OR
SCORPIO – 2ND DECAN - ORPHIUCUS - THE SERPENT HOLDER. API - BAU. API = FACE
SCORPIO – 3RD DECAN - HERCULES THE KNEELING WARRIOR. BAU...WHO COMETH

Scorpion wounds He must endure
SEA is where Pisces Cetus Dolphinus Eridanus and Aquarius and all the Nautical live

SEAT - AQUARIUS

SEB HEN GOOSE (CYGNUS) who returns in Aquarius
SEBAG (SEBAK) GEMINI 3RD DECAN. PROCYON THE DELIVERER. LESSER DOG ~ REPEAT

Sebak is also Aries
SEED is borne by Virgo
SEGIN in CASSIOPEIA
SEIR - HASTE IN GEMINI
SEIR is ORION - IST DECAN TAURUS OSIRIS
SEIR means Prince (Gk) ORION IST DECAN TAURUS
SENDING OUT = AQUARIUS
SENT FORTH - THE ARROW OF DEATH IN CAPRICORN

SEPARATION: WHEN TWO PLANETS ARE DEPARTED BY SIX MINUTES
SERA – LIBRA IST DECAN...VICTORY
SERAPHINA the fiery ones
serpent in the Conqueror's grasp, [Scorpio]

Serpha, the branch; He, the desired, [Virgo lunar house
SET - 3RD DECAN OF PISCES
SET – CASSIOPEIA (Eq.
SETH - ARIES IST DECAN. CASSIOPEIA THE APPOINTED
SETH - APPOINTED
SHADDAI – ELOIM – RUACH
SHAH – (Sum) PIG DELPHINUS
Shalisha, Deltoton's head

SHAMASH SAGITTARIUS MINISTERING
Shaula, in Scorpius the dart sent forth Al Naim, [Sagittarius lunar house

SHEAF OF CORN OR WHEAT - VIRGO

Sedah, which from bonds is freed
SHES-EN-FENT. CANCER 3RD DECAN. ARGO WHO COMETH REJOICING SHEZEN - FENT
SHES-NU... VIRGO IST DECAN COMA SHEZ-NU
SHIBU – PERSEUS/ALGOL DESTROYER

SHIELD is SATURN and Xi PUP ASMIDISKE IN ARGO and is worn by ORION
Shining is Venus
SHOES OF IRON (Scorpio) AND BRASS (Libra) – IN SAGITTARIUS
Shoot sending is Sagittarius
SHU.GI – PERSEUS ALGOL DESTROYER
SILVER the metal is the Moon
Simak al Azal, she who holds lunar house
SIM.MAH = PISCES (Bab.)
SIMEON – PISCES
SIMHA AND SHIR ARE LEO
Sinking down = Capricorn

SIRIUS, Prince of stars and men. Orion
Sirius, the prince of heavenly host the dog star
SISU - PEGASUS
SIVAN – CANCER (Chald.)
SKIN - CANCER
Slain once is Aries
slain, the bruised, Al Sheratan ...lunar house

SMAT - VIRGO 3RD DECAN. BOöTES. PLOUGHSHARE.
Smiting is Leo
Smitten is Mars
SMITTEN AS LAMECH ~ FATHER OF NOAH THE HYBRID
SOFA LADY = CASSIOPEIA, OF THE CHAIR, COUCH

SOHEIL is ARGO – THE SECOND COMING with PERSEUS & CASSIOPEIA
Sons of God, in human birth; [Gemini]
Southern Cross, the cutting off of the second Adam (Jesus)

SPICA, the SEED the woman bears, [Virgo]

SQUARE: IS PEGASUS...A QUADRANT ASPECT. DISTANCE BY A QUARTER OF A CIRCLE
SQUARE: WHEN TWO PLANETS ARE 90 DEGREES QUARTILE ASPECT

STRENGTH is HERCULES Scorpio PALM branch
STRUGGLING WITH ORPHIUS IN SCORPIO
SU-AT... 2ND DECAN CAPRICORN...HE COMETH
SUBDUE – TAURUS
SUCULÆ: TAURUS (suckling pigs) HYADES (the rainy ones) ZAPPU the bristle
SUHUR.MAS - CAPRICORN
SURA - 2ND DECAN LIBRA. A SHEEP/LAMB
Sustain to = Pisces the band
Swan returning from afar [Aquarius] CYGNUS
SWS - AQUARIUS - PEGASUS 2ND DECAN will look like this: SUUS
TAMMUZ = LEO
TARARED – CAPRICORN
TAU Tau Ceti or Al Nânamat in Cetus. 19th letter Gk value of 300 [Alpha Centaurus Epsilon Eridanus
TAURUS – GU.AN.A. – LAMBDA – MUL.APIN - ALU
TAURUS - 1ST DECAN. ORION. WHO TRIUMPHS... HA-GA-T.
TAURUS – 2ND DECAN. ERIDANUS - THE RIVER. PEH-TA-T.
TAURUS – 3RD DECAN. AURIGA. TAMED. CHARIOTEER. TUM.
TAYGETA - BOUND TOGETHER - PLEIADES
Teach (to teach) = Aries
TEBETH – CAPRICORN (Chald.)
Tefnu is Leo smiting

TENTS - CANCER
Terpha, the prey, the separation [Cancer, Leo lunar house
TES-ARC T- 3RD DECAN AQUARIUS FROM AFAR
THAMYRIS – THE LYRE PLAYER, HERCULES near LYRA
The Branch, the seed her arm enfolds [Virgo lunar house
The falling Eagle seen [Aquila] beneath Capricorn

THERA – LIBRA
THESEUS – KNEELING WARRIOR HERCULES
THIGH – LEO 2ND DECAN – SCHEET PEGASUS
THOR THE LIGHT ORION
THREATENED - THE CROWN OF LIBRA
THUBAN - SAGITTARIUS HEAD OF THE DRAGON
THUMMIM - PISCES
Thuraiya multitudes to show lunar house
TIN the metal is Zeus – SAGITTARIUS - PISCES
TOPAZ was TAURUS
Traveller ...Mercury
TREDONS ON HIS ENEMY – ORION
TRIANGULUM – THE LETTER ‘D’

TRIBES - LITERALLY RODS Vs 28 THE SCEPTRES
TRINE: WHEN TWO PLANETS ARE AT 120 DEGREES ASPECT
TRIOPAS - OPHIUCUS

TRODDEN ON - LEPUS

TRODDEN UNDER FOOT - HYDRA

TRIUMPH is VEGA - Sagittarius
trodden Boötes

TRUTH STAR IS JUPITER

TUM... TAURUS 3RD DECAN. AURIGA. CHARIOTEER. TAMED.
Twins, Divine and human reign. United show

TYPHON = MARS

U - OR... IST DECAN OF PISCES - WHO COMETH

United twins

Unseen Uranus Amun
UPRAISED - THE DOLPHIN – DELPHINUS

UR ANA – LIGHT OF HEAVEN is ORION (Akkadian)

UR.GU.LA - LEO

URIM - PISCES

URN – AQUARIUS

URSA MAJOR: MAR.GID.DA. ERIQU. ARKTOS MEGALE. AMAZA. HELIKE. CALLISTO. HELICE
CYNOSURA MEGISTO, WAIN OF BOÖTES.

VEGA of triumph tells on high [Sagittarius] With eagle rising in the sky IS IN LYRA

VENUS - PISCES - GRACIOUS

VERGILIAE - REVOLVING CENTRE - PLEIADES

VESPER as Hesperus is Venus in the evening

VESTA - LIBRA. SALVATION

Victim, in the hand of the Centaur

victim-kid by Arabs named in Capricorn...the arm of the charioteer Auriga holds two kids

Victory – Taurus

VIRGILIAE – TAURUS ZAPPU, MUL.MUL. HYADES. GU.AN.NA

VIRGO – AB.SIN VINTNER IS DEMETER TYCHE ERIGONE PARTHENOS

VIRGO - IST DECAN - COMA. THE DESIRED. SHES-NU

SHEZ NU

VIRGO – 3RD DECAN - BOöTES. SMAT... WHO RULES. WHO COMETH, SUBDUES

VIRGO – 2ND DECAN - CENTAURUS THE SACRIFICE. CNEMU... and MNK

VULCAN - ARIES

WARMTH STAR IS VULCAN

WASAT - THE CENTRE - PLEIADES IN TAURUS UUASAT MIDDLE OF THE SKY

WATER is PISCES CANCER SCORPIO

water pour’d from high; [Aquarius] the urn

Water rises – water held... ?

Water, that He shall arise

Wayfarer is Mars

WHEEL - Galaxy

White Tarik Galaxy

Who comes again; Mizar, the bound

Woman borne, the Branch, the seed

wounded heel Scorpio

Wounded is Mars

Wounds - the scorpion

WREATHING - DRACO THE DRAGON - AROUND THE POLE

WRESTLING WITH THE SERPENT IS OPHIUCUS

YAV is GEMINI

Z ...IS CASSIOPEIA

ZABABA – STONE CRUSHER IN SCORPIO

ZAPPU – TAURUS, HYADES, VERGILIAE, SUCULAE. GU.AN.NA
ZEBULON - VIRGO
Zedek is Jupiter
ZEDEK JOVE JUPITER
ZEE (Z) CASSIOPEIA
ZEEB THE WOLF
ZEUS - JUPITER, JOVE... TAURUS
ZIB.ANI.TUM = LIBRA (Bab.)
ZYGOS IS KHELAI THE CLAWS SCORPIO/LIBRA ZI.BA.AN.NA

OBSELETE ASTRONOMY NAMES

AEROSTATICUS IS NOW MICROSCOPIUM
ALSUFI AN ASTEROID BELT SIGMA DRACONIS BETWEEN DELTA & EPSILON
ANER FOX AND GOOSE NOW VULPECULA
ANTINOS UNDER ALTAIR NOW AQUILA
APIS (THE BEE) SEE VESPA
ARGO NAVIS, NOW CARINA, PUPPIS, VELA (SAILS)
ASTERION NOW CANIS VENATICA
CAGE - LAPIRADIES EAST OF ORPHIUCUS
CANCER MINOR ONCE PART OF GEMINI
CERBERUS 3 HEADED HELD BY HERCULES
CHARA NOW CANES VENATICA
COLT IS BELLEROPHON
FELIS WAS BETWEEN ANTILIA AND HYDRA
FREDERICI HONORES NEAR POLARIS
GALLUS THE COCKEREL NOW PUPPIS
GLOBUS THE BALLOON NOW MICROSCOPIUM
GLORIA FREDERICI between Cepheus & Andromeda
HARPA GEORGII NOW TAUROS
HOE is ARCTURUS
JORDANUS PART CANUS VEN. LEO MINOR, CAMEL
LOCHIUM FUNIS LOG & LINE IN PYXIS
MACHINA ELECTRICA PART OF CETUS
MALUS MAST OF ARGO NAVIS NOW PYXIS
MEDUSA WAS ALGOL
MONS MAENALUS NEAR BOOTES
MUSCA BOREALIS BEHIND ARIES NORTH FLY
NAIM IS SAGITTARIUS
NOCTUA THE OWL PART OF HYDRA
OFFICINA TYPOGRAPHICA AROUND SIRIUS
PHOENICOPTERUS IS NOW GRUS
POLOPHYLAX WAS TUCANA AND GRUS
PSALTERIUM GEORGIANUM-GEORGES HARP
PSALTERIUM BETWEEN ERIDANUS & TAURUS
QUADRANS MURALIS NEAR HERCULES
RAMUS POMIFER WAS BETWEEN HERCULES/LYRA
ALSO KNOWN AS THE APPLE BRANCH, & 3 SNAKES
RANGIFER/TARANDUS BETWEEN CASSIOPIEA AND CAMELOPARDALIS
ROBUR CAROLINIUM CHARLE'S ROBE
SCEPTRUM BRANDENBURGIC SCEPITRE NR LEPUS
SCEPTRUM ET MANUS LUSTITIAE WAS
BETWEEN LACERTA AND ANDROMEDA
SERPENTARIUS ORPHIUCUS
SOLARIUM -SUNDIAL - DORADO AND HYDRUS
STONE CRUSHER EAST OF ORPHIUCUS. LAPIRADIES - CAGE
TAURUS PONIATOVII - URANIA'S MIRROR
TELESCOPIUM HERSCHELIIN-AURIGA NEAR GEMINI
TESTUDO-TURTLE-IN PISCES
TIGRIS-ONE END AT ORPHIUCUS -TO PEGASUS THE SQUARE AND
FLOWS BETWEEN CYGNUS AND AQUILA
TRIANGULUM MINUS SOUTH PART OF TRIANGULA
TURDUS SOLATIRIUS THE ROBIN PART OF HYDRA
VESPA-WASP- BETWEEN ARIES & PERSEUS
VULTUR CADENS-FALING EAGLE NOW LYRA
VULTUR VOLENS = AQUILLA
XIPHIAS-THE SWORDFISH. NOW DORADO
ZABABA STONE CRUSHER IN SCORPIO
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ANROMEDA PERSEA
AQUARIUS CUP BEARER THE SEA
AQUILA
ARA
ARGO NAVIS PYXIS VELA CARINA PUPPIS. MALUS
ARIES
BOOTES THE OXHERD PLOUGHMAN IN WHICH IS ARCTURUS
CANCER
CANIS MAJOR
CANIS MINOR
CAPRICORNUS
CASSIOPEIA
CENTAURUS CHIRON PHYLIRIDES
CEPHEUS
CETUS
CORONA AUSTRALIS SOUTH CROWN
CORONA BOREALIS
CORVUS
CRATER
CYGNUS
DELPHINUS
DRACO
EQUULEUS COLT, A FOAL
ERIDANUS WAS PSALTERIUM
GEMINI
HERCULES
HYDRA
LEO
LEPUS THE HARE
LIBRA
LUPUS (THE WOLF) WAS ALSO THE LEOPARD
LYRA WAS VULTUR CADENS (FALLING EAGLE)
OAR - ARGO
ORION
ORPHIUS THE SERPENT HOLDER SURROUNDS THE POLE STAR
PEGASUS IS THE SQUARE
PERSEUS IS ALGOL
PISCES
PISCUS AUSTRINUS SOUTHERN FISH
PLEIADES ARE IN TAURUS
SAGITTA
SAGITTARIUS
SCORPIO
SERPENS THE RETreating SNAKE
TAURUS
TRIANGULUM
URSA MAJOR
URSA MINOR
VIRGO
* IX ARES IS NEW SPACE SHUTTLE OCTOBER 2009
  XI JAW DRACO GRUMIUM
  XI OF ANDROMEDA IS GARMENT
  XI OF CEPHEUS HORSES BLAZE KURHAIH
  XI PUP ASMIDISKE LITTLE SHIELD OF ARGOS

OBSELETE NAMES USED BY NOSTRADAMUS

AL ASHFAR IS THE SICKLE- SCYTHE OF LEO
ALGOL WAS MEDUSA
ALGOL WAS MEDUSA PERSEUS CUP HOLDER DICE THROWER. RED. SEA. ARIES
ALRISHA IS THE BRIDLE IS AURIGA
AL SULF IS SIGMA DRACONIS & ASTEROID
AMBERGRIS IS CETUS OR FRAGRANCE OF TALL WHITES
ANDROMEDA & CEPHEUS area WAS GLORIA FREDERICI
ANDROMEDA AND LACERTA WAS SCAPEGRUM ET MANUS LUSITAE
ANTARES TO GRAFIAS IS THE FISH HOOK IN SCORPIUS
APIS THE BEE - MUSCA THE FLY VESPA THE WASP ARIES PERSEUS
APPLE BRANCH WAS LYRA/HERCULES. RAMUS POMIFER
AQUARIUS THE URN - Y
AQUILA TO CYGNUS WAS TIGRIS
AQUILA WAS ANTINOS UNDER ALTAIR
AQUILLA WAS VULTUR VOLENS
ARCTURUS WAS BOOTES HERDSMAN PLOUGHMAN OXHERD
ARCTURUS IN BOOTES ALSO PLOUGHMAN HERDSMAN OXHERD
ARIES-PERSEUS WAS VESPA THE WASP. ALGOL. MEDUSA. RED. SEA
ARMS - GEMINI
ASH IKU IS THE FIELD PEGASUS THE SQUARE
AURIGA NEAR GEMINI WAS TELESCOPIUM HERSCHELII
BALLOON - GLOBUS AEROSTATICUS
BAND IS THE MILKY WAY
BEE - API - MUSCA - THE FLY – PERSEUS ARIES
BEEHIVE IN CANCER
BEEETLE SCARAB - CANCER
BEEETLE RHINOCEROS - SCARABAEUS
BEELLEROPHON WAS COLT
BELT IS ORION
BERENICE'S HAIR THE TUFT ON LEO'S TAIL WAS COMA
BIG DIPPER - THE PLOUGH. URSA MAJOR
BOOTES area WAS MONS MAENALUS MENELAUS. THE ICE CREAM CONE
BOOTES WAS PLOUGHMAN HERDSMAN ARCTURUS OXHERD. THE KITE
BOW AND ARROW IS SAGITTA
BOWL HAS THE POINTERS OF THE BIG DIPPER
BRANCH IS VIRGO & ONCE PART OF CEPHEUS
BRIDLE REINS MULE CHARIOTEER ALRISHA ~ AURIGA
BUFO THE TOAD
BULL: PONIATOWSKI TAURUS
BUTTERFLY IS HERCULES
CAGE LAPIDARIES WAS STONE CRUSHER NR ORPHIUCUS
CALIPERS COMPASS? IN ARGO
CALVES - LIBRA
CAMEL. CANUS VENATICA, LEO MINOR WAS JORDANUS
CAMELOPAZALDIS/CASSIOPIEIA WAS RANGIFERA-TARANDUS. GIRAFFE
CANES VENATICA WAS CHARA
CANIS VENATICA WAS ASTERION
CARINA THE KEEL PUPPIN VELA (SAILS) WAS NAVIS ARGO
CASSIOPEIA IS W (uu)
CAT - FELIS
CENTAUR WAS SAGITTARIUS AND THE CENTAURS (FEMALE WARRIORS) PLANETOIDS
CENTAURI ALPHA & BETASOUTHERN POINTERS. DISTINGUISH CRUX FROM FALSE CROSS
CENTAURUS PHYLIRIDES IN CRUX WAS CHIRON
CERBERUS HADES
CETUS in part WAS MACHINA ELECTRA
CHAMAELON IS FRYING PAN
CHARIOTEER MULE REINS BRIDLE WAS AURIGA
CHARLES ROBE ~ ROBUR CAROLINIUM
CHARLES OAK - ROBUR CAROLINIUM
CHIRON CENTAURUS ~ PHYLIRIDES SAGITTARIUS PHOLUS
CHRISTMAS TREE IS IN MONOCEROS
CIRCLET JUST UNDER PEGASUS IN PISCES INCLUDES THETA
COFFIN IS JOB'S COFFIN IN DELPHINI
CLAW OF CANCER OR SCORPIO SET OF SCALES IN VIRGO'S HAND BECAME LIBRA
CLUB IS HERCULES
COATHANGER IN VULPECULA - BROCHI'S CLUSTER FORMERLY COLLINDER
COCKEREL WAS PUPPIS POOP DECK IN ARGO
COLT ~ BELLEROPHON IN ORION
COLT FOAL IS EQUULEUS
COMA BERENICE'S HAIR AT THE TAIL OF LEO
COMPASS PYXIS IN ARGO
CRAB LESSOR - CANCER MINOR
CRANE IS GRUS
CROSS IS CRUX
CUP BEARER WAS AQUARIUS AND GANYMED E HEBE
CUP HOLDER - PERSEUS ALGOL MEDUSA
CYGNUS TO AQUILA WAS TIGRIS. NORTHERN CROSS HAS GIEAH
DIAMOND CROSS IS THETA, UPSILON, OMEGA CARINAE, MIAPLACIDUS
DIAMOND IS VIRGO HAS ARCTURUS, SPICA, DENEBO & COR CAROVI. SPRING TRIANGLE
DIAMOND IS IN BOOTES VIRGO LEO & CANES VENATICI
DOGSTAR - SIRIUS
DORADO WAS THE SWORDFISH HYDRUS SOLARIUM THE SUNDIAL XIPHIAS
DORADO-HYDRUS WAS SUNDIAL SOLARIUM
EEL - ANQUILLA
ELECTRICITY - MACHINA ELECTRICA
EN.TE.NA.BAR.HUM = CENTAURUS
Eosophorus: bringer of the daun ~ Venus Lucifer
FALLING EAGLE AQUILLION WAS LYRA
FALSE CROSS DELTA, KAPPA VELORUM & EPSILON & IOTA CARINAE
FEET - PISCES
FELIS THE CAT
FIELD IS PEGASUS THE SQUARE ASH IKU
FISH HOOK SCORPION ANTALES TO GRAFIAS
FOX & GOOSE - VULPECULA
FLAMINGO - GRUS PHOENICOPTERUS
FLY NORTH BEHIND ARIES WAS MUSCA BOREALIS APIS THE BEE VESPA THE WASP
FRYING PAN IS CHAMAELON SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE
G IS EITHER THE GEMINIDS, GEMINI OR THE WINTER HEXAGON AS HEAVENLY G
GALLUS THE ROOSTER
GARMENT IS ANDROMEDA XI
GEMINI WAS CANCER MINOR BA.GAL.GAL
GEORGES GEORGIANUM WAS PSALTERIUM
GOAT FISH IS AL GEDI IN CAPRICORN
GOAT - SHE GOAT IS CAPELLA IN AURIGA
GOOSE & FOX - VULPECULA
GRAIN & GRAINERY & FIELD GUARD WAS CUSTOS MESSIUM. Cassiop. Cepheus. Camel
GRANDMOTHER THE QUEEN AND SEVEN SISTERS ARE PLEIADES
GRANDMOTHER WAS MAIA PLEIADES
GRUS AND TUCANA WAS POLYPHYLAX. FLAMINGO. PHOENICOPTERUS
GRUS WAS PHOENICOPTERUS THE PHOENIX THE GUARDIAN - GUARD
GUARD OR GUARDIAN – GRUS. Of the FIELD – CASSIOPEIA, CEPHEUS CAMEL
HABASIRANU = CENTAURUS
HADES - CERBERUS
HAIR IS BERENICE
HARE IS LEPUS
HARP WAS PSALTERIUM
HARVEST KEEPER - CUSTOS MESSIUM
HEAD - ARIES
HEBE CUP BEARER GANYMEDE AQUARIUS
HERCULES area QUADRANS MURALIS. THE BUTTERFLY. EPSILON. ZETA. PI. KEYS ONE
HERCULES HELD THREE HEADED CERBERUS. THE CLUB
HERDSMAN WAS PLOUGHMAN ARCTURUS BOOTES OXHERD
HIPPOCAMPUS - SEAHORSE
HIRUDO - LEECH
HOMER OF TROY WAS PLIONE PLEIADES
HORSES BLAZE IN CEPHEUS THE KING KURHAK KURNAH XI
HYADES IN TAURUS
HYDRA AND ANTILIA WAS FELIS
HYDRA HAD NOCTUA THE OWL
HYDRA HAD ROBIN TURDIS SOLATIRIUS
HYDRA IS THE FLEEING SERPENT
HYDRUS - DORADO WAS SOLARIA SUNDIAL XIPHIAS THE SWORDFISH
JAW IS DRACO GRUMIUM XI
JOB'S COFFIN IN DELPHINI
JORDAN RIVER - JORDANUS
KEEL IN ARGO WAS CARINA
KEMBLE'S CASCADE IN CAMELOPARDALIS THE WATERFALL
KEYSTONE IS HERCULES
KITE (ICE CREAM CONE) IS BOOTES
KNEE - PATELLA OF CENTAURI. OF HEN RUCHBA CYGNUS.
  OF RUCHBA DELTA CASSIOPEIA
  OF RUKBAT SAGITTARIUS
LACERTA AND ANDROMEDA WAS SCEPTRUM ET MANUS LUSITAE
LAPIDARIES CAGE WAS STONE CRUSHER NR ORPHIUCUS...ZABABA
LEECH HIRUDO
LEG IS SHEAT PEGASUS THE SQUARE
LEO'S TAIL IS BERENICE'S HAIR
LEOPARD WAS THE WOLF LUPUS
LEPUS IS HARE
LILIJUM - FLEUR DE LIS
LIMAX - SLUG
LOG LINE IN ARGO - LOCHIUM FUNIS
LOIN BETA ANDROMEDA LOINS IS MERAK URS MAJOR
LOINCLOTH ZOZMA IN LEO. MIRAK IZAR IN BOOTES
LOZENGE SMALL DIAMOND FORMED BY RASTABAN (GAMMA XI) & BETA DRACONIS IN DRACO
AND IOTA HERCULIS IN THE FOOT OF HERCULES
LUPUS IS WOLF BUT WAS ONCE MANY WILD ANIMALS IN THE CENTAUR'S GRASP
LUPUS WAS LEOPARD
LUSITAE - SCEPTER & HAND OF JUSTICE
LYRA WAS VULTUR CADENS THE FALLING EAGLE
LYRA/HERCULES WAS RAMUS POMIFER
MAIA WAS GRANDMOTHER PLEIADES
MALUS WAS ARGO THE MAST
MEDUSA IS ALGOL PERSEUS
MENALIUS IS BOOTES
MERAK & DUBHE OF URS MAJOR AT THE END OF THE BOWL. THE POINTERS
MICROSCOPIUM WAS AEROSTATICUS
MICROSCOPIUM WAS GLOBUS THE BALLOON
MILKY WAY - THE BAND, THE RIVER, SHEEP'S WOOL
MONOCEROS HAS 40 STARS INCLUDING THE CHRISTMAS TREE
MULIEBRA IS V OF ANDROMEDA
MULE REINS BRIDLE ALRISHA CHARIOTEER WAS AURIGA
MURAL (TROMP LOY) QUADRANT
NAIM was SAGITTARIUS
NECK – TAURUS
NIBIRU IS PLANET X SIRIUS B AN IRON PLANETOID - NEMESIS
NOGAH - Venus
NORTHERN CROSS IS CYGNUS. DENEB TO ALBIREO. GIBENAH TO DELTA CYGNI
OAK (QUERCUS) CHARLES - ROBUR CAROLINUM
ORION IS THE BELT
ORPHIUCUS EAST WAS LAPIERIES CAGE
ORPHIUCUS WAS SERPENTARIUM
OWL WAS PART OF HYDRA
OXHERD WAS BOOTES ARCTURUS PLOUGHMAN
PADO THE PEACOCK IS THE SAUCEPAN SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE
PEGASUS THE SQUARE TO ORPHIUCUS WAS TIGRIS
PELICAN IS A NEBULAE
PERSEA WAS ANDROMEDA
PERSEUS IS ALGOL MEDUSA CUP HOLDER DICE THROWER. RED. SEA
PERSEUS TO ARIES WAS VESPA THE WASP APIs THE BEE MUSCA THE FLY
PHOENIX WAS GRUS THE GUARDIAN of the silos
PHOLUS CHIRON CENTAURUS SAGITTARIUS
PHYLIRIDES WAS CHIRON CENTAURUS
PILOT IN ARGO STEERSMAN (NOSTRADAMUS TOO)
PISCES HAD TESTUDO TURTLE
PISCES THE SOUTHERN FISH - TAIL OF PISCES PISCUS AUSTRANUS
PLEIADES ARE IN TAURUS
PLEIADES WAS GRANDMOTHER MAIA
PLIONE TROY WAS HOMER PLEIADES
PLOUGHMAN WAS BOOTES ARCTURUS HERDSMAN OXHERD
POLARIS WAS FREDERICI HONORES. NORTH STAR IN LITTLE DIPPER
POLOPHYLAX GUARDIAN OF THE POLE: the FIELD – CUSTOS MESSIUM: see GUARD
POINERS OF THE BIG DIPPER AT THE END OF THE BOWL
POOP DECK - PUPPIS IN ARGO
PRINTSHOP - OFFICINA TYPOGRAPHICA
PSALTERIUM WAS ERIDANUS THE RIVER AND HARP
PUP IS LITTLE SHIELD IN ARGOS
PUPPIS WAS GALLUS THE COCKEREL
PYXIS LOG & LINE WAS LOCHIUM FUNIS
PYXIS WAS MALUS THE MAST OF ARGO AND THE COMPASS BOX
QUADRANS IN BOOTES/DRACO
QUADRANT - MURAL
QUADRANTIDS METEOR SHOWER FROM QUADRANS
QUEEN AND SEVEN SISTERS ARE PLEIADES IN TAURUS
RED SEA IS CUPHOLDER PERSEUS ALGOL MEDUSA
REINDEER - TARANDUS VEL RANGIFER
REINS BRIDLE BAND MULE CHARIOTEER SERVANT & KIDS WAS AURIGA
REPEAT – PROCYON – of SIRIUS
RHINOCEROS BEETLE – SCARABAEUS …MONOCEROS?
RIBS - LEO
RIVER IS ERIDANUS PSALTERIUM
ROBIN WAS PART OF HYDRA
ROOSTER – GALLUS – HERMES…COQ
SAGITTA IS THE BOW AND ARROW
SAGITTARIUS WAS NAIM
SAILS IN ARGO. VELA CARINA & PUPPIS
SAUCEPAN IS PADO THE PEACOCK IN SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE, also THE BELT & SWORD ORION
SCARAB THE BEETLE - CANCER
SCEPTER OF BRANDENBURG SCEPTRUM
SCEPTER & HAND OF JUSTICE - SCEPTRUM ET MANUS LUSITAE
SCEPTRE THREE PRONGED IS URANUS
SCEPTRE SINGLE IS JUPITER
SCEPTRE NEAR LEPUS WAS SCEPTRUM BRANDENBURG
SCEPTRUM – ERIDANUS
SICKLE – SCYTHE OF LEO
SCORPIUS THE FISH HOOK HAS ANTARES
SEA ~ CUP BEARER AQUARIUS AND THE AREA INCLUDING PISCES & DOLPHINUS
SEA HORSE - HIPPOCAMPUS
SEA RED IS PERSEUS ALGOL CUP HOLDER DICE THROWER
SERPENS THE RETREATING SNAKE IS HYDRA
SERPENT FLEETING IS HYDRA
SEVEN CHILDREN OF CEPHEUS
SEVEN DAUGHTERS OF ATLAS BEING IN TAURUS MUST BE THE PLEIADAE
SEVEN SISTERS OF PLEIADES AND THE QUEEN, THE GRANDMOTHER
SHEAF OF WHEAT OR CORN HELD BY VIRGO
SHIELD OF ARGOS IS PUP ASMIDESKE XI
SICKLE IN LEO IS AL ASHFAR TO REGULUS
SIGMA DRACONIS AL SUFI ASTEROID BETWEEN DELTA & EPSILON
SHIP - ARGOS, KEEL, MAST, POOP DECK, PYXIS
SIRIUS area was TYOGRAPHICA OFFICINA
SIRIUS B IS PLANET X NIBIRU
SLUG - LIAX
SNAKE HOLDER IS ORPHIUCUS
SNAKES THREE ~ LYRA/HERCULES
SOLARIUM SUNDIAL WAS HYDRUS DORADO
SQUARE IS PEGASUS... INCLUDES: Andromedae. Autumn (fall) nights
Square is ASH IKU (ICU) THE FIELD
STAG – ONE EYED is ORION
STAR GAZER- URANOSCOPUS
STEERSMAN POOP DECK IN ARGO, PILOT
STEPHANOS THE CROWN A-NIM, AGA CROWN OF ANU OF ARIADNE OF DIONYSUS
SUHUR.MASH (Sum) CAPRICORN
SUMMER TRIANGLE IS DENEBA ALTAIR & VEGA - CYGNI, AQUILAE & LYRA
SUNDIAL SOLARIUM WAS HYDRUS DORADO
SWORD & BELT OF ORION CAN BE THE SAUCEPAN (UTENSILS)
SWORDFISH XPHIAS IS DORADO
TAURUS WAS HARPA GEORGII
TEAPOT IS THE BOW & ARROW OF SAGITTARIUS
TELESCOPE - HERSCHEL'S. TELESCOPIUM HERSCHELII
TEREBELLUM THE HINDQUARTERS OF SAGITTARIUS
THIGHS - SAGITTARIUS
THRUSH SOLITARY - TURDUS SOLITARIUS
TOAD = BUFO
TORTOISE - TESTUDO
TRIANGULA WAS TRIANGULUM MINUS
TRIANGLE: SIRIUS, PROCYON, CETELGUESE IN ORION. SIRIUS NAOS PUP & PHAKT IN SOUTH
MEETING VERTEX TO VERTEX FORMING EGYPTIAN X
TRAPEZIUM IN ORION NEBULAE OPEN CLUSTER
TRIDENT IS NEPTUNE
TROY WAS HOMER PLIONE PLEIADES
TUCANA THE TUCAN WAS GRUS. FLAMINGO. PHoenicopterus
TURDUS THE ROBIN WAS PART OF HYDRA
TURTLE IN PISCES
TYPOGRAPHICA WAS SIRIUS
URANIA'S MIRROR WAS TAURUS PONIATOVI
V IS ANDROMEDA. MULIEBRA.
VELA WAS ARGO THE SAILS
VESPA ~ APIS THE BEE. THE WASP. ARIES PERSEUS
VESPA WAS ARIES TO PERSEUS
VIRGO HAS THE DIAMOND
VULPECULA WAS ANSER FOX & GOOSE THE COATHANGER
W (UU) IS CASSIOPEIA
WASAT = MIDDLE OF THE SKY in GEMINI
WASP WAS AREA ARIES TO PERSEUS - VESPA. ARIES PERSEUS
WATERFALL IN CAMELOPARDALIS
WHALE IS CETUS OR THE SEA MONSTER. CASSIEL IS SEEN RIDING CETUS
WHEAT SHEAF CORN HELD BY VIRGO
WINTER HEXAGON: ALSO KNOWN AS THE ‘HEAVENLY G’
SIRIUS. PROCYON. POLLUX. CASTOR. CAPELLA. ALDEBARAN. RIGEL AND
BETELGUESE:
WOLF WAS LEOPARD
WOLF IS LUPUS AND OTHER WILD ANIMALS
XIPHIAS THE SWORDFISH IS DORADO HYDRUS SOLARIUM SUNDIAL
ZABABA – STONECRUSHER IN SCORPIO

OBSOLETE ASTRONOMY NAMES
ALFARES – PEGASUS – THE SQUARE
ALGOL ~ MEDUSA PERSEUS CUP HOLDER DICE THROWER- THE UNFORTUNATE - RED SEA
AL SUTI IS SIGMA DRACONIS & ASTEROID
AMBERGRIS IS CETUS OR FRAGRANCE OF TALL WHITES
ANDROMEDA & CEPHEUS area WAS GLORIA FREDERICI
ANDROMEDA AND LACERTA WAS SCEPTRE ET MANUS LUSITAE
APPLE BRANCH WAS LYRA/HERCULES
AQUILA TO CYGNUS WAS TIGRIS. THE EAGLE, FORMER NAME FOR SCORPIO –
ANTARES (NOTE: ANT ARES)
AQUILA WAS ANTINOS UNDER ALTAIR
AQUILA WAS VULTUR VOLENS
ARCTURUS WAS BOOTES HERDSMAN PLOUGHMAN OXHERD
ARCTURUS IN BOOTES ALSO PLOUGHMAN HERDSMAN OXHERD
ARIES-PERSEUS WAS VESPA THE WASP
ARMS – GEMINI...ARM IS CEPHEUS
AURIGA NEAR GEMINI WAS TELESCOPIUM HERSCHELI
BEETLE SCARAB - CANCER
BELLEROPHON WAS COLT
BOOTES area WAS MONS MAENALUS MENELAUS
BOOTES WAS PLOUGHMAN HERDSMAN ARCTURUS OXHERD
BOW AND ARROW IS SAGITTA
BRANCH IS VIRGO & ONCE PART OF CEPHEUS
BRIDLE REINS MULE CHARIOTEER – AURIGA – SHE GOAT KIDS
CAGE LAPIDARIES WAS STONE CRUSHER NR ORPHIUCUS
CALIPERS COMPASS? IN ARGO
CALVES - LIBRA
CAMEL, CANUS VENATICA, LEO MINOR WAS JORDANUS
CAMELOPARDALIS/CASSIOPIEA WAS RANGIFERA-TARANDUS
CANCER MINOR - GEMINI
CANES VENATICA WAS CHARA
CANIS VENATICA WAS ASTERION
CARINA PUPPIS VELA (SAILS) WAS NAVIS ARGO
CENTAUR WAS SAGITTARIUS AND THE CENTAURS (FEMALE WARRIORS) PLANETOIDS
CENTAURUS PHYLIRIDES WAS CHIRON
CETUS in part WAS MACHINA ELECTRA
CHARIOTEER MULE REINS BRIDLE WAS AURIGA
CHARLES ROBE – ROBUR CAROLINIUM
CHIRON CENTAURUS ~ PHYLIRIDES
CLAW OF CANCER OR SCORPIO
COCKEREL WAS PUPPIS POOP DECK IN ARGO
COLT – BELLEROPHON IN ORION
COLT FOAL IS EQUULEUS
COMPASS PYXIS IN ARGO
CRANE IS GRUS
CROSS IS CRUX
CUP BEARER WAS AQUARIUS WATER BEARER, AND GANYMEDE HEBE
CUP HOLDER - PERSEUS ALGOL MEDUSA - SEA RED. DICE THROWER
CYGNUS TO AQUILA WAS TIGRIS
DOGSTAR - SIRIUS
DORADO WAS THE SWORDFISH HYDRUS SOLARIUM THE SUNDIAL XPHIAS
DORADO HYDRUS WAS SUNDIAL SOLARIUM
FALLING EAGLE WAS LYRA
FEET - PISCES
FOX & GOOSE - VULPECULA
FLY (THE) NORTH BEHIND ARIES WAS MUSCA BOREALIS the wasp
GARMENT IS ANDROMEDA XI
GEMINI WAS CANCER MINOR
GEORGES GEORGIANUM WAS PSALTERIUM
GOAT FISH IS AL GEDI IN CAPRICORN
GOAT - SHE GOAT or KIDS IS CAPELLA IN AURIGA REINS BRIDLE MULE CHARIOTEER
GOOSE & FOX - VULPECULA
GRAIN & GRAINERY of the FIELD: WAS CUSTOS MESSIUM near the North Pole. Near Cassiop. Ceph & Cam
GRANDMOTHER THE QUEEN AND SEVEN SISTERS ARE PLEIADES
GRANDMOTHER WAS MAIA PLEIADES
GRUS AND TUCANA WAS POLOPHYLAX
GRUS WAS PHOENICOPTERUS THE PHOENIX
GUARDIAN of the Granary – CUSTOS MESSIUM THE FIELD: CASSIOPEIA, CEPHEUS AND CAMELOP
HAIR IS BERENICE
HARE IS LEPUS
HARP WAS PSALTERIUM
HEAD - ARIES
HEBE CUP BEARER GANYMEDE AQUARIUS
HERCULES area QUADRANS MURALIS
HERCULES HELD THREE HEADED CERBERUS
HERDSMAN WAS PLOUGHMAN ARCTURUS BOOTES OXHERD
HOMER WAS PLOINE PLEIADES
HORSES BLAZE IN CEPHEUS THE KING KURHAH KURNAH XI
HYDRA AND ANTLIA WAS FELIS
HYDRA HAD NOCTUA THE OWL
HYDRA HAD ROBIN TURDIS SOLATIRIUS
HYDRA IS THE FLEETING WATER SERPENT – MUSH (Sum) guarding CRATER from CORVUS
HYDRUS - DORADO WAS SOLARIUM SUNDIAL XPHIAS THE SWORDFISH
JAW IS DRACO GRUMIUM XI
KIDS see GOAT...KIDS IN AURIGA
LACERTA AND ANDROMEDA WAS SCEPTRUM ET MANUS LUSITAE
LAPIDARIES CAGE WAS STONE CRUSHER NR ORPHIUCUS ZABABA
LEG IS SHEAT PEGASUS THE SQUARE
LEO/IN: UR.GU.LA
LEOPARD WAS THE WOLF LUPUS
LEPUS IS HARE
LIBRA IS INCORPORATING URSA MAJOR, URSA MINOR AND BOOTES
LOINS - LEO
LUPUS IS WOLF
LUPUS WAS THE WOLF or LEOPARD
LYRA WAS VULTUR CADENS THE FALLING EAGLE
LYRA/HERCULES WAS RAMUS POMIFER
MAIA WAS GRANDMOTHER PLEIADES
MALVA WAS ARGO THE MAST
MEDUSA IS ALGOL PERSEUS CUP HOLDER DICE THROWER RED SEA
MEGISTO daughter of CETEUS (Hercules) she in URSA MAJOR
MENALIUS IS BOOTES
MICROSCOPIUM WAS AEROSTATICUS
MICROSCOPIUM WAS GLOBUS THE BALLOON
MULE REINS BRIDLE CHARIOTEER – AURIGA KIDS GOAT
MU.MASH.TAB – ASSYRIAN ASTROLOGY
MUSH – (Sum) HYDRA
NECK - TAURUS
ORPHIUCUS EAST WAS LAPIDARIES CAGE
ORPHIUCUS WAS SERPENTARIUM
OWL WAS PART OF HYDRA
OXHERD WAS BOOTES ARCTURUS PLOUGHMAN
PEGASUS THE SQUARE TO ORPHIUCUS WAS TIGRIS
PERSEA WAS ANDROMEDA
PERSEUS IS ALGOL MEDUSA CUP HOLDER DICE THROWER
PERSEUS TO ARIES WAS VESPA THE WASP
PHOEBE is GANYMEDE
PHOENIX WAS GRUS
PHYLL RIDES WAS CHIRON CENTAURUS
PILOT IN ARGO STEERSMAN (NOSTRADAMUS TOO)
PISCES HAD TESTUDO TURTLE
PISCES THE SOUTHERN FISH - TAIL OF PISCES PISCUS AUSTRANUS
PLEIADES ARE IN TAURUS
PLEIADES WAS GRANDMOTHER MAIA
PLHONE TROY WAS HOMER PLEIADES
PLOUGHMAN WAS BOOTES ARCTURUS HERDSMAN OXHERD
POLARIS WAS FREDERICI HONORES
POOP DECK - PUPPIS IN ARGO
PSALTERIUM WAS ERIDANUS THE RIVER AND HARP
PUP IS LITTLE SHIELD IN ARGOS
PUPPIS WAS GALLUS THE COCKEREL
PYXIS LOG & LINE WAS LOCHIUM FUNIS
PYXIS WAS MALUS THE MAST OF ARGOS AND THE COMPASS BOX
QUEEN AND SEVEN SISTERS ARE PLEIADES IN TAURUS
RED SEA IS CUPHOLDER PERSEUS ALGOL MEDUSA DICE THROWER
REINS BRIDLE MULE CHARIOTEER WAS AURIGA
RIBS - LEO
RIVER IS ERIDANUS PSALTERIUM
ROBIN WAS PART OF HYDRA
SAGITTA IS THE BOW AND ARROW
SAGITTARIUS WAS NAIM
SCARAB THE BEETLE – CANCER
SCEPTRE SINGLE IS JUPITER
SCEPTRE THREE PRONGED IS URANUS
SCEPTRE NEAR LEPUS WAS SCEPTRUM BRANDENBURG
SEA – CUP BEARER AQUARIUS
SEA GOAT IS CAPRICORN - MAGICAL SEA GOAT
SEA RED IS PERSEUS ALGOL CUP HOLDER DICE THROWER
SERPENS THE RETREATING SNAKE IS HYDRA
SERPENT FLEEING IS HYDRA
SEVEN CHILDREN OF CEPHEUS
SEVEN DAUGHTERS OF ATLAS
SEVEN SISTERS OF PLEIADES
SHEAF OF WHEAT OR CORN HELD BY VIRGO
SHIELD OF ARGOS IS PUP ASMIDESKE XI
SIGMA DRACONIS AL SUFI ASTEROID BETWEEN DELTA & EPSILON
SIRIUS area WAS TYGRAPHICA OFFicina
SNAKE HOLDER IS ORPHIUCUS
SNAKES THREE ~ LYRA/HERCULES
SOLARIUM SUNDIAL WAS HYDRUS DORADO
STEERSMAN POOP DECK IN ARGO. PILOT (AND NOSTRADAMUS HIMSELF)
SUNDIAL SOLARIUM WAS HYDRUS DORADO
SWORDFISH XIPHIAS IS DORADO
TAURUS WAS HARPA GEORGI
### Six Emblems relating to the First Coming and Crucifixion

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Psalms 118:26</td>
<td>Cygnus, the swan, coming, going, and returning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaiah 53, Psa 22</td>
<td>Aquila, the pierced eagle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genesis 3:15</td>
<td>Ophiuchus, the conqueror of the serpent receiving the wound in the heel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaiah 53</td>
<td>Victim, in the hand of the Centaur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel 9:26, Zechariah 13:6</td>
<td>Southern Cross, the cutting off of the second Adam. The crucifixion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Six Emblems relating to the Second Coming – and Nostradamus speaks...

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Haggai 2:7</td>
<td>Argo, (the oar) Soheil, the coming of the desired, with his people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaiah 9:6</td>
<td>Sirius, the prince (of which one is Oannes) dog star</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psalms 102:16, Isaiah 60:1, Isaiah 63:1</td>
<td>Orion, coming forth, as light (Of which one is Isis, although closer to Taurus)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaiah 40:10, 11, Ezekiel 37:24</td>
<td>Auriga, the shepherd the chariot driver servant with kids (sacrifice) in his arm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psalms 98:9, Isaiah 59:20</td>
<td>Perseus, breaker of bonds, Algol the Ghoul – the Red in the sea, dice thrower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psalms 93:2</td>
<td>Cassiopeia, the enthroning – the saved princess made queen, freeing her hair</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This Table by the late Frances Rolleston

So showing the two comings of Him, who in one person is David’s Lord and also his Son; and they accompany Orion, to whom they are always said to belong.

Note: are these the “repulsive six” in the Treaties?

---

The Unfortunate – Algod Medusa Perseus Cup Holder Dice Thrower Red Sea

Thighs - Sagittarius

Triangula was Triangulum Minus

Trident is Neptune

Troy was Homer Plione Pleiades

Tucana the Tucan was Grus

Turdus the Robin was Part of Hydra

Turtle in Pisces

Typographica was Sirius

Unicorn is Joseph and wild oxen

**Urania’s Mirror was Taurus Poniato**

Vela was Argo the Sails

Vespa ~ apis the bee

Vespa was Aries To Perseus

Vulpecula was Anser Fox & Goose

Wasp was Area Aries To Perseus

**Water: Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces**

Water Bearer, Cup Bearer Aquarius Ganymede Hebe

**Whale is Cetus Mythical Sea Creature**

Wheat Sheaf Corn Held By Virgo

Wolf was Leopard

Wolf is Lupus

Xiphias the Swordfish is Dorado Hydrus Solarium Sundial

Zababa – The Stone Crusher in Scorpio
### SUMMARY OF SHORT DECAN NAMES FOR THE “KEY” WORDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decan Name</th>
<th>Key Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAR</td>
<td>AQUARIUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANU</td>
<td>AQUARIUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANUPU</td>
<td>SATURN RESTING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APES</td>
<td>GEMINI 2nd DECAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API AATL</td>
<td>3rd DECAN LIBRA THE ORNAMENTED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API BAU</td>
<td>SCORPIO 2nd DECAN THE FACE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API FENT</td>
<td>CANCER IST DECAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APIIS</td>
<td>TAURUS THE HEAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARA</td>
<td>SAGITTARIUS 2nd DECAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARES</td>
<td>MAMERS LEO MANSLAUGHTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARYA</td>
<td>THE EARTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASH</td>
<td>CANCER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASHER</td>
<td>SAGITTARIUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASHUR</td>
<td>THE SUN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATLAS</td>
<td>TAURUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATUM</td>
<td>GEMINI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUUA</td>
<td>THE WISE BABE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZEL</td>
<td>PEGASUS DECAN IN AQUARIUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA</td>
<td>CANCER 3rd DECAN ARGO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALAAM</td>
<td>THE COMING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAR</td>
<td>CANCER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASHTI BECI</td>
<td>GEMINI IST DECAN = LEPUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAU</td>
<td>SAGITTARIUS 2nd DECAN ARA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAU</td>
<td>SCORPIO 3rd DECAN HERCULES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>VIRGO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEE</td>
<td>MUSCA THE FLY NEAR ARIES PERSEUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEL = SCORPIO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BULAA</td>
<td>AQUARIUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>SATURN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>CAPRICORN IST DECAN THE ENEMY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR KNEM</td>
<td>ARIES 3rd DECAN PERSEUS SUBDUES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAU</td>
<td>CAPRICORN 3rd DECAN DELPHINUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHE</td>
<td>THE CHERUB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEM LEO IST DECAN</td>
<td>HYDRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHIMA</td>
<td>PLEIADES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHU BACH</td>
<td>SCORPIO 1st DECAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNEM</td>
<td>ARIES 2nd DECAN CETUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNEMU</td>
<td>VIRGO 2nd DECAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COOL</td>
<td>SATURN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORVUS</td>
<td>3rd DECAN LEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRATER</td>
<td>LEO 2nd DECAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUP</td>
<td>LEO 2nd DECAN = THIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAN</td>
<td>SCORPIO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIE</td>
<td>VIRGO 2nd DECAN CENTAURUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOVE</td>
<td>PLEIADES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN PE</td>
<td>TAURUS THE STEADY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENOS</td>
<td>SUFFERING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FENT CAR</td>
<td>SAGITTARIUS IST DECAN - WORM SERPENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FENT HAR</td>
<td>CANCER 2nd DECAN = SWINE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAD</td>
<td>ARIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAIA</td>
<td>MILKY WAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GARNISHED</td>
<td>VENUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOOSE</td>
<td>AQUARIUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRACE</td>
<td>VENUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA GA T</td>
<td>TAURUS IST DECAN ORION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HANDS</td>
<td>LEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARP</td>
<td>SAGITTARIUS IST DECAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEAP</td>
<td>PLEIADES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HER FENT</td>
<td>SAGITTARIUS DRACO 3rd DECAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HER</td>
<td>NA = LEO 3rd DECAN CORVUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HERA</td>
<td>CANCER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HESTA</td>
<td>HESTIA = LIBRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIND</td>
<td>CAPRICORN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUPEI</td>
<td>AQUARIUS = RAIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HYDRA</td>
<td>IST DECAN LEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFANT</td>
<td>VIRGO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISHTAR</td>
<td>IN TAURUS/CAPRICORN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIAS</td>
<td>SCORPIO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS</td>
<td>TAURUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAMB</td>
<td>LIBRA 2nd DECAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MA – TRUTH IN LIBRA
MAIA – PLEIADES
MEM - UNTO
MEN – AQUARIUS - ERIDANUS
MNC – VIRGO 2ND DECAN CENTAURUS
MON – AQUARIUS
MUT – CANCER
NAIM – SAGITTARIUS
NEBO – LEO
NEFER – GEMINI = NEFRI
NESIR – GEMINI 2ND DECAN
NOBLE – LIBRA
NUMBER – CANCER
NUNO – PISCES
ORB – 5 DEGREE INFLUENCE ON THE CUSP
ORNAMENT – LIBRA
PALM BRANCH – HERCULES SCORPIO
PE CU HOR – PISCES 2ND DECAN = CEPHEUS
PEH TA T – TAURUS 2ND DECAN ERIDANUS
PI COT – PISCES
PILE – PLEIADES
PUPA – THE CHRYSALIS
QUELLS – LEO
RING – GALAXY
RUB – CHERUB
SAIPH – SCORPIO
SAN – ARIES THE FIRST
SEB – GOOSE AQUARIUS
SEBAC – GEMINI 3RD DECAN PROCYON LESSER DOG
SEIR – HASTE – GEMINI
SERA – 1ST DECAN LIBRA
SET – ARIES 1ST DECAN CASSIOPEIA
SET – PISCES 3RD DECAN ANDROMEDA
SETH THE APPOINTED
SHADDAI – ELOIM
SHEEP – LIBRA 2ND DECAN
SHEZ EN FENT – CANCER 4RD DECAN = ARGO
SHEZ NU – VIRGO 1ST DECAN COMA
SHIELD – SATURN
SIMEON – PISCES
SMAT – VIRGO 3RD DECAN = BOOTES
SOHEIL – ARGO
SPICA – THE SEED – VIRGO
SU AT – CAPRICORN 2ND DECAN
SURA – LIBRA 2ND DECAN – SHEEP/LAMB
SUUS – AQUARIUS 2ND DECAN – PEGASUS THE SQUARE
TARIK – GALAXY
TEFNU – LEO
TENTS – CANCER
TES-ARC – AQUARIUS 3RD DECAN
THERA – LIBRA
TUM – TAURUS 3RD DECAN AURIGA
U-OR – PISCES 1ST DECAN – THE BAND
URIM – PISCES
URN AQUARIUS
UUASAT – THE CENTRE PLEIADES
YAV – GEMINI
ZEBULON
ZEDEK – JOVE JUPITER
ZEEB THE WOLF
ZEUS – JOVE – TAURUS
ZIB. ANI. TUM. – LIBRA

ARIES-SCORPIO (STEEL): IRON
TAURUS-LIBRA (BRASS): COPPER
GEMINI - VIRGO (NICKEL): MERCURY QUICKSILVER
CANCER: SILVER - LEO: GOLD
SAGITTARIUS-PISCES (PLATINUM): TIN
CAPRICORN (SILVER)-AQUARIUS (ALUMINIUM): LEAD
GODS AND MYTHS

ACHILLES son of Peleus and the Nereid nymph of fresh waters
ACTAEON son of Theban main star in Draco. Trained by Chiron
AEGIS a protective shield and a Naval combat system. AEACUS
AEOLUS god of the winds
AGRIPPA nothing is self evident
ALGOL the unfortunate star in Perseus. The ghoul
ALPHAUS attempts to catch Arcturus WHITTISH
APOLLO presided over religious law and constitutions
ARCHELAUS - son of He Rod
ARE(S)THUSA an underground spring. Dragon's mouth flower.
ARISTARCHUS Greek astronomer
ARTEMIS goddess of wild animals. Twin to Apollo. Is Diana
ASCLEPIUS god of medicine taught by centaur Chiron
AURORA the awakener of the Light
AUTOLCUS Sneaky Son of Chione
BABEL to confuse. Babylon
BELLEROPHON tamed Pegasus, lamed fighting CHIMERA
BENU BIRD rises shining. Phoenix or Heron...THE EARLY
BRANCHUS the Seer. Under Didymus the grammian
CAENEUS. METAMORPHISED FROM ONCE BEING FEMALE
CASTOR & POLLUX the twins of Gemini
CENTAUR PLANETOIDS are icy asteroids. Jupiter to Neptune
CHIONE the snow nymph. One species becomes two
CHIRON a centaur cometoid and a planetoid. Unstable orbit
CHIRON the asteroid between Saturn and Uranus
CHLOR means the MESSENGER - DECODER
DEUCALION father of Helen
DIANA the Huntress, also Orion
DIOGENES who lived like a dog, but ate onions
DIONYSUS represents spring and vegetation, reincarnation
ELELEUS comes from Hehel - to irradiate, bring light
ENCELADE god of seismic activity
ENDYMION in everlasting youthful sleep
HANNIBAL born North Africa raised in Spain
HARD PHANTOM SABINE TEARS - Rhodes
HECTOR a Trojan prince. Family traces to Plione A Pleiadian
HERA married to Zeus. Jealous and vengeful. Ares mother
HERACLES holds the golden apples of the Hesperides.
HERCULES constellation. Ras Algethi. OGMIOS
HERMES an asteroid. HERMETIC revelations of the occult.
TOTH
HIERON patron of literature
HYRCANIA wolf's land - modern Gorgan
IRACLEUS - HERAKLES
JOTUN from Jotnar - Norse giants
JUNO Greek HERA daughter of SATURN sister to JUPITER
JUPITER also JOVE god of contracts
Laestrygonian GIANTS - CANNIBALS
LAYTONA – LETO MOTHE OF THE TWINS
LEARCHUS advisor to a Greek king - leading him astray
LENAEUS is DYNIOSUS
LEUCIPPE means WHITE HORSE, an OCEANID
LIBITINA goddess of funerals
MABUSE portrait painter
MARDUK HAS 50 NAMES. JUPITER, NIBIRU. HAS DRAGON
MARS also called Nergal, Ares - god of war represented by
MEDUSA a weapon 2008.
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turned into a stag. Was a THEBAN. Pupil Chiron
a butterfly. Earthborne of Zeus. Friend Telamon
son of Hellen & Poseidon
the skeptic
a simplification of code. The programmer - IAL
a son of Helios, a river god
also is Phoebus, means bright. Space Program
NOT FIT TO GOVERN
only in North American bogs. IN RETINUE OF ARTEMIS

Can refer to Orion

many tongues. Capital of CHALDEA
part of AURIGA - WIFE IS PROTEUS
morning bird. THE ASCENDING ONE BENNU

FATHER OF CORONUS. CENTAURS HIS ENEMIES
also Alpha Geminorum. Has six stars
The Centaur is Sagittarius

the wise centaur with healing powers. In Sagittarius

has a coma

Cleo - Clio
The Greek Noah
could retrieve a dead person from the underworld
also Phaethon

loved by Selene

Messenger of the gods, carries the caduceus

Amenia
involved with Pollux of Gemini

Light Bringer. The Oak tree. White Ox.

SAVED BY LIVING ON A FLOATING ISLAND
causing him to become a tyrant

GOD OF VEGETATION

the annihilation of Life Force
looked like Putin, painted by van Eyk
WATER, TREES, JUDGMENT & MAGIC connection
N or NN being retrograde in the work
was ALGOL
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constellation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acambar END OF THE RIVER Eridanu</td>
<td>Aelous Keeper of the Winds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achernar END OF THE RIVER Eridanu</td>
<td>Grippa Nothing is Self Evident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acerbens IS CLAW OF CRAB</td>
<td>Aisa - A Small Brave Mantric Female Grey, Tan Skinned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adhafera LEO</td>
<td>Aix - Aigis Refers to the Goat in Auriga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adhara Maidens Canis Major</td>
<td>Aleced Deneb Cygnus Planetoid Tributeri Marie 7:13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aine Eye of THE Bull Taurus</td>
<td>Alfares is Pegasus the Square in Aquarius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akra Scorpion Head Omega</td>
<td>Algiz is Auriga the Charioeter, the Reins - Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcainde Tip of Ursa Major</td>
<td>Algo is Perseus is Perthro the Cup of Questing - P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al Dhanab Al Dulfim the Tail Delphinus</td>
<td>Al Mira the Afflicted is Andromeda in Pisces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al Gibea FOREHEAD Leo</td>
<td>Alpheus Married to Telegony. Loved Arethusa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al Gedi Alpha Capricornus</td>
<td>Alusouf is a Minor Planet 12621, Like Pluto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al Haud the Pond Ursa Major</td>
<td>Altar is Ara in Sagittarius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al Naar Bright Grux</td>
<td>Amalthea aka Capella in Auriga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL Naar Bright Indus</td>
<td>Anahit is Aphrodite - Venus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaraph Corner Grape Gatherer Virgo</td>
<td>Andromeda the Chained Woman Muleibra Al Mira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcor Epsilom Ursa Major</td>
<td>The Afflicted in Pisces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcyone Queen Wards Off Storms</td>
<td>Andromeda is Othilla - O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aldebaran Follower of the Pleiades</td>
<td>Ankles Ruled by Aquarius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha</td>
<td>Ansuiz is Cassiopeia - A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alderamin of Cepheus Right Fore Arm</td>
<td>Antares Once Was Isis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alfiir of Cepheus is Flock</td>
<td>Aphrodite is Venus - Anahit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al Gedi THE GOAT Deneb star in Capricorn</td>
<td>Apollo is Phoebus in Greek. God of Distance. By Zeus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algoran The Ghoul - Medusa - Perseus Beta</td>
<td>Apollo Presided over Constitutions and Religious Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Carab Corvus</td>
<td>Apollo Phoebus means Bright. Aka Nomios the Herdsman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alhena Shining Gemini Mark on Camel</td>
<td>Apollo Aka Lyceius Protector of the Flock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aliothe Black Bull/Horse Ursa Major</td>
<td>Apollo's Twin Artemis - Orion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Names of Constellations**

**In Fable**

- **Aelous Keeper of the Winds**
- **Grippa Nothing is Self Evident**
- **Aisa - A Small Brave Mantric Female Grey, Tan Skinned**
- **Aix - Aigis Refers to the Goat in Auriga**
- **Aleced Deneb Cygnus Planetoid Tributeri Marie 7:13.1**
- **Alfares is Pegasus the Square in Aquarius**
- **Algiz is Auriga the Charioeter, the Reins - Y**
- **Algo is Perseus is Perthro the Cup of Questing - P**
- **Al Mira the Afflicted is Andromeda in Pisces**
- **Alpheus Means Whitish. A River in Arcadia – The Milky Way**
- **Alpheus Married to Telegony. Loved Arethusa**
- **Alusouf is a Minor Planet 12621, Like Pluto**
- **Altar is Ara in Sagittarius**
- **Amalthea aka Capella in Auriga**
- **Anahit is Aphrodite - Venus**
- **Andromeda the Chained Woman Muleibra Al Mira**
- **The Afflicted in Pisces**
- **Andromeda is Othilla - O**
- **Ankles Ruled by Aquarius**
- **Ansuiz is Cassiopeia - A**
- **Antares Once Was Isis**
- **Aphrodite is Venus - Anahit**
- **Apollo is Phoebus in Greek. God of Distance. By Zeus**
- **Apollo Presided over Constitutions and Religious Law**
- **Apollo Phoebus means Bright. Aka Nomios the Herdsman**
- **Apollo Aka Lyceius Protector of the Flock**
- **Apollo's Twin Artemis - Orion**
BOTEIN LITTLE BELLY OF ARIES DELTA
BOW MIDDLE SAGITTARIUS KAUS MEDIA
BOW NORTH SAGITTARIUS KAUS BOREALIS
BOW SOUTH KAUS AUSTRALIA SAGITTARIUS
BRANCH OF THE WHALES TAIL NORTH. CETUS IOTA
BREAST OF CASSIOPEIA
BREAST SADR CYGNUS
BUTTING HORN TAU TUS
CAELIUM CAE THE GRAVING TOOL
CALF PHERKAB URSA MINOR
CAMELOPARDALIS THE GIRAFFE
CANCER THE CRAB
CANES VENATICI HUNTING DOGS
CANICULA: LITTLE DOG - SIRIUS
CANIS MAJOR GREATER DOG
CANIS MINOR LESSER DOG
CANOPUS THE HELMSMAN ALPHA ARGO
CAPELLA IS ALPHA AURIGA SHE GOAT. AMALTHEA
CAPRICORNUS HORNED SEA GOAT
CARINA ARGU THE KEEL
CASSIOPEIA QUEEN AND WIFE OF CEPHEUS
CASTOR BEAVER
CATTLEMAN IS BETA OF BOTES NEKKAR
CAVALRY OFFICER OF CENTAURI IS KAPPA
CELAENO SWARthy PLEIADES TAURUS
CENTAURUS THE CENTAUR CONSTELLATION
CENTAURS THE. ARE PLANETOIDS. TRANS NEPTUNE OBJ
CEPHUS KING OF ETHIOPIA JOPPA
CEPHUS THE KING HAS SEVEN CHILDREN
CERES IS ISIS IN MYTHOLOGY
CERES PLANETOID LARGEST ASTEROID IN SOLAR SYSTEM
CETUS WHALE MENACING ANDROMEDA.
CHAIR FOOTSTOOL OF ORION CURSA ERIDANI
CHAMAELON CHAMELEON
CHARIOITE AURIGA
CHARLES HEART COR CAROLI ALPHA CANES
CHELEB DOG OF THE SHEPHERD ORPHICUS
CHIRON PLANETOID BETWEEN SATURN AND URANUS
CHIRON HAS A COMA
CIRCINUS THE COMPASS
CLAW IS ALPHA OF CANCER
CLAW OF SCORPIO IN LIBRA
CLUB BEARER KORNEPHOROS HERCULES
CLUB CUJAM HERCULES OMEGA
COLT IS BELLEROPHON
COLUMBA THE DOVE
COMA COMETARY COMA DISPLAY
COMA BERENICES BERNICES LOCK OF HAIR
COMPASSES IS CIRCIUS
CORONA AUSTRALIS SOUTHERN CROWN
CORONA BOREALIS NORTHERN CROWN
CORVUS THE CROW
COVER IS ZETA OF CANCER
CRAB IS CANCER
CRATER THE CUP
CASSIOPEIA THE BEAUTIFUL BETHRONED IS IN ARIES. ANSUZ
CASTOR ALPHA GEMINORUM. POLLUS BRIGHTEST IN ZODIAC
CEPHUS THE KING WAS THE BRANCH HOLDER IS THURISAZ
THE THORN
CENTAURS ORBIT BETWEEN JUPITER AND NEPTUNE
CENTAUR THE IS SAGITTARIUS THE ARCHER
CENTAURUS THE KING CHIRON IS IN VIRGO
CERES SEE ISIS BELOW
CETUS THE LEVIATHON, WHALE, SEA MONSTER IS IN ARIES
. IS LAGUZ
CHARIOTEER IS AURIGA
CHIRON CENTAURUS THE KING - HEALER IS IN VIRGO
COBRA IS PUTIN IN HEBREW
COCHAB IS MERCURY
COLT IS BELLEROPHON
COMA IS THE INFANT BRANCH (THE BOUGH?) IS ASTREA
IS IN VIRGO
COMPASS PART OF ARGO
COPPER MEANS MERCURY
CORONA IS NORTHERN CROW IS IN LIBRA
EQUULEUS IS A COLT (FOAL)
CHAINED WOMAN IS ANDROMEDA MULEIBRA V
CORE IS THE GALACTIC CORE
CUP BEARER IS GANYMEDE - MOON OF JUPITER ALSO AQUARIUS
CUP HOLDER THE DICE THROWER PERTHRO. PERSEUS
ALGOL RED. SEA. MEDUSA PERTHRO.
CUP IS THE CRATER IN LEO
CHIRON, BY CRONUS. WISE HEALER. TAUGHT HERACLES,
ACHILLES, ASCLEPIUS
CHIRON, A CENTAUR, WAS PLACED IN SAGITTARIUS. A
CHAOTIC COMETOID
CHRONOS IS SATURN - CANNIBAL FATHER OF VESTA/HESTIA
COLT IS EQUULEUS or BELLEROPHON
CRONOS SATURN THE CANNIBAL - EATER OF TIME
CROSS THE IS CRUX IS IN LIBRA
CROW IS CORVUS THE RAVEN IS IN LEO
CROWN NORTHERN IS CORONA
CUP THE IS PERTHRO IS PERSEUS ALGOL
CUP IS CRATER IN CROW/CORVUS
CUP HOLDER IS GANYMEDE OR AQUARIUS. HEBE
CYGNUS THE SWAN THE BIRD OF PASSAGE
AZEL IN AQUARIUS. WITH LYRA IS WUNJO
DAGAZ IS THE MOON - D BUT E IS ANY OTHER MOON.
DAGAZ IS SUCCESS IN ALL THINGS
DEAD MAN CONSTELLATION THE STONE CRUSHER IN
EAGLE SCORPIO
DELPHINUS IS THE DOLPHIN IS IN CAPRICORN
DEMETER IS CERES IS ISIS
DEUCALION IS NOAH
DIANA IS ARTEMIS, HUNTRESS. ORION. IDENTIFIED WITH SELENE,
HECATE
DIOGENES OF . DOG THEMESELF NEGLECT. THE CYNIC
DIONYSUS (NOTE ISUS) SPLIT PERSON. JOY AND RAGE.
BY ZEUS FROM SEMELE
DIONYSUS ROMAN NAME LIBER. BAKOS. BACCHUS. HIS STAFF
THYRSOS
DIONYSUS SAID TO BE BY AMMON OR OF INDUS
DOG SECOND IS PROCYON
DOG STAR IS SIRIUS
DORY MEANS GILDED AND A SMALL FLAT FISH OR UFO
DOVE COLUMBA OR SEER OR PLEIADES
DRAKON IS DRACO THE DRAGON IS THUBAN IN SAGITTARIUS.
CRONOS IS SATURN
CROSS IS CRUX
CROW IS CORVUS
CRUX THE SOUTHERN CROSS IS IN LIBRA
CUP OF CRATER
CURL OF HAIR ADHAFERA LEO
CYGNUS THE SWAN
CYNOSURA DOGS TAIL. Ursa Minor
DABH CAPRICORNUS
DANCER MU DRACO
DELPHINUS THE DOLPHIN
DENEB ALGIEDI TAIL OF THE GOAT CAPRICORN
DELTA
DENEB KAITOS IN CETUS
DENEB TAIL OF THE HEN CYGNUS
DENEBOLA TAIL OF LION
DIANA THE HUNTRESS ORION
DIPHIDA BETA CETI
DOG OF THE SHEPHERD ORPHIUS
DOGS TAIL URSAR MINOR. POLARIS. DRAGON'S WING
DORADO THE GOLDFISH
DOVE IS ALSO PLEIADES
DOVE IS COLUMBA
DRACO THE DRAGON DRACONIS
DRAGON GIAZAR LAMBDAA DRACONIS
DRAGON'S WING URSAR MINOR
DRYOPE ONE OF THE PLEIADES
DUBHE BEAR URSAR MAJOR
DZIBAN TWO JACKALS DRACONIS
EAGLE IS AQUIA
EAGLE LYRA VEGA
EAR OF WHEAT VIRGO
EARTH GAEA
EGGS BEID ERIDANU
EL NASL ARROWHEAD SAGITTARIUS
EL NATH BUTTING HORNS TAURUS - AURIGA
ELBOW MARFIK HERCULES
ELBOW MARFIK ORPHIUS
ELBOW MIRFAK ALPHA PERSEUS
ELECTRA AMBER SHINING LIGHT PLEIADES
TAURUS
El Gedi star in CAPRICORN
El Soufi astronomer gave over 1000 stars a name
ELTANIN DRACO GAMMA DRACONIS
ENIF PEGASUS NOSE
EQUELEUS LITTLE HORSE
EPSILON ERIDANI NEXT TO SIRIUS
ER RAI OF CEPHEUS SHEPHERD
ERIDANUS ERIDANI THE RIVER INCLUDES ACHENAR
EUROPA IS A PLANETOID. 6th MOON OF JUPITER
EYE OR GLANCE IS GAMMA OF CRAB CANCER
FALCON IS BETA OF AQUIA OR ALSHAIN
FALCON DEPICTS HORUS SON OF OSIRIS
FATTY TAIL ALYA THETA DERNENS
FIXED STAR THABIT ORION
FLANK PEGASUS AL GENIB
FLOCK ALFIRK IS BETA CEPHEUS
FLUTE PAN - asteroid and - moon of SATURN

IS RADHO - R
DRYOPONE ONE OF THE PLEIADES
EAGLE IS AQUIA LYRA
EIHWA IS HERCULES - MOLTING. THE HERO
EHWAZ IS CC IN ANTIQUITY, M FOR FORWARD MOVEMENT
 IS THE POLAR WHEEL
ELELEUS, PHAETHON. LIGHT BRINGER, BACCHUS. WORSHIPPED AS NIMROD
EMPERRESS IS CASSIOPIEIA
ENCELADUS GOD OF EARTHQUAKES AND VOLCANOES
ENDYMION. WANTED SLEEP TO KEEP HIS BEAUTY
ERIDANUS THE RIVER IS ZOURAK IN TAURUS. IS NAUTHIZ
FEET THE RULED BY PISCES
FEHU IS PEGASUS (SQUARE) IS F - FINANCIAL GAIN
FISH SOUTHERN PISCES AUSTRALIS IS LAGUZ
FLOCK THE FOLD IS URSAR MINOR
FORTUNA IS VIRGO - HOLDING A SHEAF OF WHEAT
GANYMEDE CUPBEARER TO THE GODS MOON OF JUPITER
GEBO IS BOTES AND VIRGO IS - X PARTNERSHIPS
GEMINI THE TWINS RULES HANDS FOREARMS AND LUNGS. IS JERA - G
GOAT - SHE GOAT CHARIOOTER AURIGA
GOAT FISH OF CAPRICORN AL GEDI
GOATHERD IS AURIGA CAPELLA
GOLD MEANS THE SUN OR LEO
HAGALIZ IS TAURUS IS CHAOS - H
HAIR OF BERENICE TUFT OF HAIR LEO'S TAIL
HARE IS LEPUS
HARP IS PSALTERIUM BETWEEN ERIDANUS AND TAURUS
HEAD IS RULED BY ARIES
HEART AND BACK IS LEO THE CURVE OF THE SICKLE
HEBE - CUPBEARER - GANYMEDE AND ASTEROID
HELEL IS VENUS
HERA WIFE TO ZEUS. OR H ERA - HAGALIZ (STORMY) ERA
HERCULES IS THE HERO KNEELING WARRIOR IS IN SCORPIO.
HERCULES IS EIHWA. THE LIGHTNING BOLT
HERCULIS - ZETA RETICULI 4
HERDSMAN IS BOTES
HERMES ASTEROID. BY ZEUS FROM MAIA. ARCADIAN CULT. TOTH. ORIENTAL
HERMES GOD OF FERTILITY. MESSENGER OF THE GODS.
PATRON OF MUSIC
HERMES SACRED NUMBER IS FOUR.
CARRIED A STAFF. CADUCEUS IS ALSO MERCURY
HERMETIC WRITING ON OCCULT, THEOLOGICAL, PHILOSOPHY
HERMES MERCURY. ASSOCIATED WITH MAIA. MAY 15.
HERO IS HERCULES THE KNEELING WARRIOR IN SCORPIO
HESPERIDES - IN THE WEST, THEREFOR AMERICA TO
NOSTRADAMUS
HESPERUS IS VENUS SETTING IN THE WEST
HESTIA IS VESTA FATHER IS CRONOS
HORSE WINGED PEGASUS ALFARES THE SQUARE
HORUS SON OF ISIS ASSOCIATED WITH TAURUS
HYDRA THE FLEEING SERPENT IN LEO
HYRCANIA PERSIAN WOLF'S LAND
IMAGE = STAR
INGUZ IS TRIANGULUM - THE HARVEST
INTESTINES AND HANDS RULED BY VIRGO
IRON MEANS MARS
ISA IS THE POLESTAR - STUCK - I NOT READY TO MOVE
NEPTHYS SEE ISIS
NEPTUNE = DREAMS
NEPTUNE POSEIDON GOD OF THE OCEANS. THETIS, TRIDENT, DOLPHIN
NET IS RETICULUM = ZETA RETICULI
NIMROD - ELEUS
NINURTA ASSOCIATED WITH STINGER OF SCORPIO EAST OF ORPHEUS
NORMA WAS ALSO REGULUS THE T SQUARE THE CARPENTER
OGMIOS CELTIC HERCULES. ELOQUENCE
OLD CHROME IS SATURN
ORION THE HUNTER AKA DIANA, ARTEMIS THE PRINCE - SIRIUS
EMERGING LIGHT IS IN TAURUS
ORION IS MENNAX
ORPHEUS SERPENTS -STONE CRUSHER IS EAST OF -
OROBORUS IS IN SCORPIO.
IS EHWAZ - (M) OR CC. SEE ASCLEPIUS
ORRHA - URFA TURKEY. WHERE ABRAM WAS BORN, NEAR EDESSA
ORUX = CETUS THE WHALE OR THE CLAW
OSIRIS FATHER OF HORUS
OTHILLA IS ANDROMEDA - O - CULTURAL INHERITANCE.
AND V IS MULIEBRIA ANDROMEDA
OXHERD BOOTES IS IN VIRGO
PAVO THE PEACOCK, SAUCEPAN, IS PERTHRO - P, DICE CUP
PEGASUS .SQUARE. THE WINGED HORSE ALFARES IS IN AQUARIUS.
IS FEHU - F
PELASGI AN INDIRECT REFERENCE TO THE GEMINIDS,
AND WITH MERCURY. MARCH 25TH
PELEUS GAVE ACHILLES TO CHIRON'S CARE.
BROTHER TO TELAMON
PELEUS FRIENDS WITH HERACLES. EPIRUS CLAIMED DESCENT
PELEUS MARRIED ANTIGONE THEN SEA NYMPH THETIS
PELEUS OWNED IMMORTAL HORSES BALIUS AND XANTHUS
PELEUS AND CHIRON HAD HUMAN SACRIFICES OFFERED
IN THESSALY
PELEUS ARRANGES UNDULATED PLANETOID 4:49.1 & 6 44 1
PELOPS IS A CHAIN REFERENCE TO AURIGA
PELVIS RULED BY SCORPIO
PERSEUS IS ALGOL RESCUED ANDROMEDA
ALSO THE BREAKER IS IN ARIES.
PERTHRO IS PERSEUS ALGOL. THE QUESTING CUP
OR DICE THROWER
PHAETHON IS A CHAIN REFERENCE TO AURIGA
PHAETHON SHINING RADIANT.FELL TO EARTH AT THE MOUTH
OF ERIDANUS. PO
PISCES AUSTRALIS IS IN AQUARIUS
PISCES THE FISHES THE MULTITUDES RULES FEET AND
LYMPHATICS
PLOW PLOUGH US URSA MAJOR IS IN CANCER
POLAR WHEEL IS C AND EHWAZ
POLESTAR IS ISA - I
POOP DECK PART OF ARGO
PORTUNES GOD OF KEYS DOORS AND LIVESTOCK. GAETA
PRINCE ALSO THE WOLF IS SIRIUS
PRINCE IS REGULUS IN LEO
PRINCE CAN BE ORION
PRINCESS ANDROMEDA
PROCYON SECOND DOG IN GEMINI
PROETUS KING OF ARGOS.HIS DAUGHTERS DRIVEN MAD BY HERA
PSALTERIUM IS HARP BETWEEN ERIDANUS AND TAURUS
PUTIN IS HEBREW FOR COBRA RAS IS THE HEAD OF A SNAKE
QUEEN ISIS OR ALCYONE IN TAURUS OR CASSIOPEA
QUEEN PLINE SAILING QUEEN IN TAURUS
SABIK ORPHICUS
SADALBARI PEGASUS
SADR THE BREAST CYGNUS
SAGITTA THE ARROW
SAGITTARIUS THE ARCHER
SARIN DELTA HERCULES
SCORCHING SIRIUS ALPHA CANIS MAJOR
SCORPIONS CLAW IN LIBRA
SCORPIUS SCORPII
SCULPTOR THE SCULPTOR HIS STUDIO
SCUTUM THE SHIELD
SEAT IS SHIN OR DELTA OF AQUARIUS
SECOND GENERAL IOTA OF LEO
SECOND KNOT ALTAIS DELTA DRACO
SEGINUS IS GAMMA BOOTES
SERPENS THE SNAKE - HYDRA
SERVANTS OF GAMMA OF ARIES MESARTHIM
SEXTANTS THE SIXTANT
Sharatain star in ARIES
SHE GOAT IS CAPELLA
SHE WHO BRINGS GOOD NEWS NASHIRA
CAPRICORN
SHEDIR BREAST OF CASSIOPEIA
SHEPHERD IS ER RAI OF CEPHEUS
SHEPHERDS CROOK IS MU OF BOOTES
SHIN IS DELTA OF AQUARIUS. OR SHEAT OR SEAT
SHINING ORIONS HEAD HEKA OR MEISSA
SHINING. THE MARK ON THE NECK OF A CAMEL ALHENA
SHIP AL SAFMA SOUTH STEERSMAN HELMSMAN OF ARGO
SHIP MARKAB VELA
SHOULDER ARKAB MARCHAB PEGASUS
SHOULDER OF CHARIOTEER BETA AURIGA
SHOULDER OF THE CENTAUR MENKENT IS THETA
SHOULDER PERSEUS MKNIV
SHUTTLE 29.10.2009 ARES IX
SIGMA ALSAFI COOKING TRIPOD DRACONIS
SIGMA SAGITTARIUS NUNK OF ENKI OF CITY OF ERIDU
SIRIUS SCORCHING ALPHA CANIS MAJOR
SLAUGHTERER DABH BETA CAPRICORNUS
SMITER SCORPIO SARGAS
SNAKE THUBAN DRACO - ORPHICUS
SNAKES NOSE MINHAR SHUJA HYDRA
SOLITARY ONES FURUD ZETA CANIS MAJOR
SON LAMBDA OF COLUMBA
SOUTHERN CLAW SCORPION IN LIBRA
SOUTHERN DONKEY IS DELTA OF CANCER
SPICA EAR OF WHEAT VIRGO
SQUARE T. IS NORMA - LEO
STAVE CLUB PESTLE OF ARA THE ALTAR
STING BITE SCORPIO LESATH UPSILON
SUHAIL VEL
SWAN CYGNUS
SWORD BRIGHT ORION NAIR AL SAIF
SYRMA VIRGO
TALITHA URTSA MAJOR THIRD LEAP
TALONS LYRA
PSALTERIUM BETWEEN ERIANUS & TAURUS
QUADRANS MURALIS NEAR HERCULES
RAMUS POMIFER WAS BETWEEN HERCULES/LYRA
ALSO KNOWN AS THE APPLE BRANCH, & 3 SNAKES
RANGIFER/TARANDUS BETWEEN CASSIOPEIA AND CAMELOPARDALIS
ROBUR CAROLINUM CHARLE'S ROBE
SCEPTRUM BRANDENBURGIC SCEPTRE NR LEPUS
SCEPTRUM ET MANUS LUSTITIATIA WAS
BETWEEN LACERTA AND ANDROMEDA
SERPENTARIUS ORPHICUS
SOLARIUM - SUNDIAL - DORADO AND HYDRUS
STONE CRUSHER EAST OF ORPHICUS. LAPIRARIAS - CAGE
TAURUS PONIATOWI - URANIA'S MIRROR
TELESCOPIUM HERSCHELI-I IN AURIGA NEAR GEMINI
TESTUDO-TURTLE-IN PISCES
TIGRIS-ONE END AT ORPHICUS - TO PEGASUS (SQUARE) AND
FLOWS BETWEEN CYGNUS AND AQUILA
TRIANGULUM MINUS SOUTH PART OF TRIANGULA
TURDIUS SOLATIURUS THE ROBIN PART OF HYDRA
VESPA-WASP - BETWEEN ARIES & PERSEUS
VULTUR CADENS-FALLING EAGLE NOW LYRA
VULTUR VOLENS = AQUILLA
XPHIAXIS-THE SWORDFISH. NOW DORADO
PTOLEMY'S 48
ANROMEDA PERSEA
AQUARIUS CUP BEARER THE SEA
AQUILA
ARA
ARGO NAVIS PYXIS VELA CARINA PUPPIS. MALUS THE MAST
ARIES
BOOTES THE OXHERD PLOUGHMAN IN WHICH IS ARCTURUS
CANCER
CANIS MAJOR
CANIS MINOR
CAPRICORNUS
CASSIOPEIA
CENTAURUS CHIRON PHYLIRIDES
CEPHEUS
CETUS
CORONA AUSTRALIS SOUTH CROWN
CORONA BOREALIS
CORVUS
CRATER
CYGNUS
DELPHINUS
DRACO
EQUULEUS COLT, A FOAL
ERIANDUS WAS PSALTERIUM
GEMINI
HERCULES
HYDRA
LEO
LEPUS THE HARE
LIBRA
LUPUS (THE WOLF) WAS ALSO THE LEOPARD
LYRA WAS VULTUR CADENS (_FALLING EAGLE)
ORION
TANIA SECOND LEAP URSA MAJOR
TAU CETI NEAR MIRA ABOVE THE SCULPTOR
TAURUS THE BULL, INCLUDES PLEIADES
TAYGETA LONG NECKED PLEIADES TAURUS
TEJAT MU GEMINI
TELESCEOPIUM
TENT ALCHIBAH OF CORVUS
THABIT ORION FIXED STAR
THETA ERIDANU END OF THE RIVER ACAMAR
ERIDANU
THETA IS HIP BONE
THIGH PHAD URSA MAJOR
THIRD LEAP TALITHA URSA MAJOR
THUBAN SNAKE ALPHA DRACONIS
TORTOISE GAMA LYRA
TORTOISE REFERRED TO LYRA CYGNUS
TRIANGULUM THE TRIANGLE
TRIANGULUM AUSTRALE SOUTHERN TRIANGLE
TRIPOD ALSAFI SIGMA DRACONIS
TUCANA THE TOUCAN
UKDAH HYDRA
URSA MAJOR GREATER BEAR - ALCAIDES IN CANCER
URSA MINORIS LESSER BEAR, THE DRAGON'S WING
URSA MINOR IS/WAS CYNOSURA DOGS TAIL POLARIS
URSA MINOR HESPERIDES, SEVEN DAUGHTERS OF ATLAS (Atlas is TAURUS)
UV CETI
V IS ANDROMEDA
VEGA ALPHA Swooping Eagle in Lyra
VELA VELOURON SAILS OF THE ARGO
VINDEMIATRIX VINE HARVESTRESS VIRGO
VIRGO THE VIRGIN IRON
VOLANS THE FLYING FISH
VULPECULA THE LITTLE FOX
WARRIORESS BELLATRIX ORION
WASAT MIDDLE OF SKY GEMINI
WATER CARRIER IS AQUARIUS
WATER JAR IS CHI OF AQUARIUS
WEIGHT WEZEN DELTA CANIS MAJOR
WEIGHT WEZBETA COLUMBA
WHALES TALE CETUS
WHIP OF CASSIOPEIA IS TSIIH OR CH GAMMA
WINE POLLUX
WING CYGNUS GIENAH
WING OF CROW GIENAH CORVUS
WOLD LUPUS LUPI
WOLF 359 WOLF 498 IS NEAR ARCTURUS
BOOTES
WRIST MAASIM HERCULES
IX ARES IS NEW SPACE SHUTTLE OCTOBER 2009
XI JAW DRACO GRUMIUM
XI OF ANDROMEDA IS GARMENT
XI OF CEPHEUS HORSES BLAZE KURHAH
XI PUP ASMIDISKE LITTLE SHIELD OF ARGOS
YILDUN "STAR" URSA MINOR
ZANIAH VIRGO
ZAURAK ERIDANI

ORPHICUS THE SERPENT HOLDER SURROUNDS THE POLE STAR
PEGASUS THE SQUARE
PERSEUS IS ALGOL
PISCES
PISCUS AUSTRINUS SOUTHERN FISH
PLEIADES ARE IN TAURUS
SAGITTA
SAGITTARIUS
SCORPIO
SERPENS THE RETREATING SNAKE
TAURUS
TRIANGULUM
URSA MAJOR
URSA MINOR
VIRGO
* IX ARES IS NEW SPACE SHUTTLE OCTOBER 2009
XI JAW DRACO GRUMIUM
XI OF ANDROMEDA IS GARMENT
XI OF CEPHEUS HORSES BLAZE KURHAH
XI PUP ASMIDISKE LITTLE SHIELD OF ARGOS

ADDED FROM 1603 AD
ALGOL IS PERSEUS WAS MEDUSA
ANTLIA THE BELLOWS
APUS BIRD OF PARADISE
CAELUM THE CHISEL
CAMELOPARDALIS GIRAFFE
CANES VENATICA WAS ASTERION, HAD CHARA
CARINA KEEL OF ARGO
CHAMAELEON
CIRCINUS MAP COMPASSES
COLUMBA DOVE
COMA BERENICES
CORSALIUS/VESPUCCI disc Crux
CRUX SOUTHERN CROSS
DORADO THE GOLDFISH WAS XIPHIAS
FORNAX FURNACE. CHEMICAL
GRUS STORK CRANE OR HERON
HOROLOGIUM WATER CLOCK
HYDRUS
INDUS RIVER INDUS
LACERTA IS A LIZARD
LEO MINOR LION CUB
LYNX PUMA
MENSA IS A TABLE
MICROSCOPIUM
MONOCEROS
MUSCA HOUSEFLY WAS VESPA
NORMA (et Regula) T SQUARE IS NOW LEO
OCTANS LIKE A SEXTANT
PAVO PEACOCK (AKA LITTLE SAUCEPAN STHN HEMISPHERE)
PERSEUS WAS ALGOL THE UNFORTUNATE
PHOENIX ALSO CALLED SCORPIO
PICTOR PAINTER'S EASEL
PLANCIUS disc Volans
PUPPIS POOP DECK OF ARGO WAS THE COCKEREL
PYXIS MAGNETIC COMPASS WAS LOG & LINE
RETICULUM EYEPIECE - NET
SCULPTOR
ZETA RETICULI ONE & TWO IS THE NET
ZETA RETICULI 4 IS ZETA HERCULIS
ZUBEN EL GENUBI SOUTHERN CLAW
SCORPION ALPHA LIB
ZUBEN ESCHAMALI NORTHERN CLAW SCORPION
NORMA IS ALSO CARPENTER THE T SQUARE
"ROMAN" = NORMA

SCUTUM THE SHIELD
SEXTANS SEXTANT
TELESCOPIUM
TRIANGULUM AUSTRALE
TRIANGLE ASTERISM VEGA ALTAIR DENE
TUCANA TOUCAN
VELA WAS ARGO NAVIS
VOLANS FLYING FISH
VOPEL
VULPECULA WAS ANSER THE FOX

RAT 2008 + 2020 + 2032 + 2044
OX 2009 + 2021 + 2033 + 2045
TIGER 2010 + 2022 + 2034 + 2046
CAT - HARE - RABBIT 2011 + 2023 + 2035 + 2047
DRAGON-CQIN 2012 + 2024 + 2036 + 2048
SNAKE-SERPENT 2013 + 2025 + 2037 + 2049
HORSE-EQUINE 2014 + 2026 + 2038 + 2050
GOAT 2015 + 2027 + 2039 + 2051
MONKEY- SIMEON (simian) 2016 + 2028 + 2040 + 2052
ROOSTER-COQ 2017 + 2029 + 2041 + 2053
DOG 2018 + 2030 + 2042 + 2056
PIG SUUINE 2019 + 2031 + 2043 + 2057

MONKEY, ROOSTER OR DOG are “ruled” by metal
SNAKE, HORSE OR GOAT by fire
DRAGON, HARE OR TIGER by wood
OX RAT OR PIG by water

YANG IS MALE, POSITIVE AND YIN IS FEMALE, the NEGATIVE

9 23 1 Puisnay iou"ant au fresch dessous la tonne
RUNESTAF FUTHAERCUSB FURCATED
ZEALOTS SPAN SURFACES ~JOY NONE
HOCUSSES ZEALOTS ONE UNITY
RUN A FATUOUS JUNTA

4 26 3 Denuench lëebousa, lou gach dessous les treilhos
REALISTS HOLIER SCHEDULES LASTS
SEDUCE, SALT TAIL - HOCUSSED HITLER
STARS (TAIL) ALTER - HORSE
HELIO BELCH SOULS

Helios belch = Cycle 24? The coronal mass ejections?
If ALTER is ALTAR, in constellation Sagittarius...OR
LATER: after the HELIOS BELCH. Or both

The younger son playing outdoors under the arbor
RUNESTAFF - DIVIDED: astrology divided (into decans)
ZEALOTS: ‘decoders’ span the surface of the quatrains
HOCUSSES all the zealots
creating empty causes

By night the ambush, the sentinel under the vines
Those with the proper cause carry on
"SALT TAIL" - putting salt on Hitler’s ‘tail’ – an old saying
HORSE: 6 meanings... = Pegasus constellation, year of the horse,
and 2nd decan Aquarius. ‘White’ HORSE means the oceans.
Alpha Andromeda was the ‘Horse’. Equuleus, Little Horse const.
Coming from Pegasus in the 2nd decan of Aquarius?
STARS – ALTER = can only mean poles rotation

"And interpret the runes of divine origin". More notably, in the Poetic Edda

That is now proved,
what you asked of the runes,
of the potent famous ones,
which the great gods made,
and the mighty sage carved,
that it is best for him if he stays silent

The poem Hávamál explains that the originator of the runes was the major god Odin.
NORN: are the woven fates.
The weavers (Ariadne – also the asteroid with the chaotic orbit, making NORN another key word for asteroid). Your FATE
is sealed, your planned DESTINY is not. The LOOM has a vertical WARP which is the unchangeable FATE.
The WEFT or WOOF is the DESIGN is = the DESTINY you are born with which changes throughout your life.
### Decans & Numerology of the Runes in Alphabetical Order (Last Page)

Taken from _Sigurd Agrell_

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decan</th>
<th>Rune</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Tiwaz</td>
<td>Tyr's Aett, The 1st aett for Divine Creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Berkano</td>
<td>The 2nd aett for Evil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Ehwaz</td>
<td>Frey's Aett, The 3rd aett for Divinity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Mannaz</td>
<td>The 1st aett for Divine Creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Laguz</td>
<td>The 2nd aett for Evil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Ingwaz</td>
<td>The 3rd aett for Divinity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Othala</td>
<td>The 1st aett for Divine Creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Dagaz</td>
<td>The 2nd aett for Evil</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:** RUNESTAFF = ALMANACK... THE NUMBER VALUE OF EACH RUNE...RUNE – means “SOMETHING HIDDEN”

**NUMBER VALUES OF THE RUNES** – one means of getting exact dates – the first “key”

7 16 4 page 29 of OMENS & SEALS “DATED - BI LETTER TEXT HIDES DECAPS or DECAPS HIDES TEXT”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rune</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ansuz</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>AS...of the aettir...“gods” (plural) = angels = greys. Inspiration – Aesir. The multiverse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bercana</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Birch. Renewal. healing SUNDAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dagaz</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Day and joy MOON DAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ehuuaz</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Everlasting Loyalty. Forward movement together, horse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eihwaz</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>YEW tree, represents transition Bows were made of yew Pronounced...Y-az</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fehu</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>French, cattle and wealth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gebo</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>“Gift” of Partnership, note: it is SIX as in the treaty. Can mean &quot;contracts&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hagalaz</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Hall and precipitation. Source of fresh water, Disruption and chaos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inguz</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>NG the harvest – gestation, also equals 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isa</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>ICE, the poles. Stuck in one place, as humanity was in the ice age. Prior to the ‘stone’ age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jera</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Yearly Harvest. What you sow is what you reap. A year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kano</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>K/C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laguz</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Conduit, Pisces, the flow, water intuition and emotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mannaz</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Man – Orion. Intellect (19 = 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nauthiz</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Need. Necessity is the mother of invention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Othila</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Heritage, inheritance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perthro</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Dice cup user. Algol. The gambler. The unknown. Also equals 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raidho</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Riding, the journey (as in Ezekiel), advancement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sowelu</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Sun, the source of power. Also equals 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursias</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Thor the giant = Cepheus. Tall <em>blonde</em>. Eridanians – Anu, Enki. Conflict. The thorn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiuaz</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Tiwaz the ‘god’ Protector – dispensing Justice. Karma. Also equals 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruz</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Aurochs = Taurus – the first, in which sits the Pleiades. Pleiadians the first multitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UUnjo</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Joy – the RAPTURE? “of, or from the gods”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UUyrd</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Odin’s blank rune of fate. As a rune it “sets” any other. A Norn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Runes go back when time began, when those of Ásatrú (Ástaru-Aesir) have a date from when the first Futhark was discovered as 2253 years ago. (From when?) This is known as the Runic Era. See 3. Ansuz. AESIR = ASIA

"And interpret the runes of divine origin". More notably, in the _Poetic Edda_

That is now proved, what you asked of the runes, of the potent famous ones, which the great gods made, and the mighty sage carved, that it is best for him if he stays silent

The poem _Hávamál_ explains that the **originator of the runes was the major god Odin**.
**The Eddur**

In the following grand and ancient *lay*, dating most probably from the time of heathenism, are set forth, as the utterances of a Vala, or wandering prophetess, as above described, the story of the creation of the world from chaos, of the origin of the *giants, the gods, the dwarfs*, and the human race, together with other events relating to the mythology of the North, and ending with the destruction of the gods and the world, and their renewal.

The following are the Aesir gods **AS** (singular) and goddesses: "REMAINDER" LETTERS IN A LINE COULD MEAN:

- Aegir = As
- Balder
- Bragi
- Forseti
- Frigg
- Heimdall
- Hel
- Hód
- Idun
- Loki
- Mímir
- Odin
- Ran
- Sif
- Thor
- Tyr
- Ull
- Ve
- Vidar
- Vili

The following are the Vanir gods and goddesses:

- Freyja
- Freyr
- **Nanna** (the Pleiades)
- Njörd
- Skade
- Svipdag or Hermod

THE GERMANIC RUNES NAMES  Created by Arild Hauge

FE  URAZ  THYTH  AZA  REDA  CHOZMA  GEUUA  UINNE
HAAL  NOICZ  ICZ  GAAR  PERTRA  EZCK  ALGIS  SUGIL
TYKS  BERCNA  EYS  MANNA  LAAZ  ENGUS  DAAZ  UTAL

**Runes**

According to **Aartun**, new archaeological finds show that many people from the Mediterranean Sea area, and especially the Cretans (who were Semitic), often travelled to the north on trading tours. He says that during the Migration Period many Semitic-speaking people came to Norway. **Aartun** writes that this conclusion is born out by actual facts which Snorri refers to when saying: "**these Asians were called aesor** in the northern countries the Asians spread so much that their language was the common language in all these countries."

They would have logically come from Scythia – since their language and the Celtic has much in common [and Scythia is not far from Shambhala]
Here are some definitions that need to be cleared up about the Norse gods.
The word "Aesir" can mean gods and goddesses who belong to the tribe of gods living in Asgard. However, more precisely, "Aesir" is plural for the gods, where as an Aesir god may be referred to as "AS". While the Aesir goddesses were known as "Asynior" or "Asyniur".
The singular form of Asyniur is called "Asynia". Their runes are the “aettir”
Similarly, the "Vanir" was a tribe of gods, who lived in Vanaheim, while a single Vanir is called a "VAN".
[This would be “UAN” to Nostradamus”]
See Aesir or Vanir for a listing of the deities. www.timelessmyths.com

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>January</th>
<th>July</th>
<th>Nonae Caprotinae (Juno)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9  Agonium (Janus)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Ides (Jupiter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Carmentalia (Juturna)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Neptunalia (Neptune)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Ides (Jupiter)</td>
<td>August 9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Ides (Jupiter)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>(Sol)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Lupercalia (Faunus)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>(Pomona)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Quinquinalia (Quirinus)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Veneralia (Venus)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Fornax)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Consualia (Tellus)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18- Ferialia</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Volcanalia (Vulkan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 Equiria (Mars)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1  Matronalia (Juno)</td>
<td>September 13</td>
<td>Ides (Jupiter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Equiria (Mars)</td>
<td>October 13</td>
<td>Fontalia (Fontus)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Ides (Jupiter)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Ides (Jupiter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17- (Cybele)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Armilustrium (Mars)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 (Liber)</td>
<td>29-31</td>
<td>Isis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Quinquatria (Minerva)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 (Salus)</td>
<td>November 13</td>
<td>Ides (Jupiter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 (Luna)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1  Veneralia (Venus)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (Cybele)</td>
<td>17-24</td>
<td>Saturnalia (Saturn)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Ides (Jupiter)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Opalia (Ops)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Forcididia (Tellus)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>(Angeronia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Ceralia (Ceres)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>(Acca Laurentia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 (Pales)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Robigala (Robigus)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 Floralia (Flora, held until May 1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>May</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1  (Bona Dea)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9  Lemuria (Lemures)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Lemuria (Lemures)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Lemuria (Lemures)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 (Mercury and Maia) Ides (Jupiter)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3  (Bellona)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-15 Vestalia (Vesta)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Minervalia (Minerva) Ides (Jupiter)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 (Fortuna)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is one noticeable Roman holiday that I would like to say more about.

May 1 I am referring to Saturnalia, an annual holiday dedicated to Saturn.
Saturnalia lasted for several days, beginning on December 17th and ending on the 24th. It was days of merrymaking and exchanging of gifts.
Clearly, like the Teutonic winter solstice, known as Yule, the Saturnalia is a pagan form of the Christmas (December 25).

Woven on a loom
The horizontal threads (the woof, the design which can be changed) are woven (as “destiny”) in layers along the vertical threads (the warp, which can’t be changed).
The horizontal threads represent layers of future actions.
The vertical threads (verticals, the warp are “fixed” as in fate) represent a time line, past and present to the end.
The colours of each horizontal thread as it is woven in will be the experiences created by a decision.